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Preface

This Workshop was organized as a part of the US-Japan Joint Institute

for Fusion Theory Program. Professor Allan N. Kaufman of Lawrence Berkeley

Laboratory, the University of California, and Professor John M. Greene of

Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton University, have kindly acted as the

US coordinators of the Workshop. It was held at the Research Institute for

Fundamental Physics (Yukawa Hall), Kyoto University, to which I wish to

acknowledge the kind hospitality extended to us.

Recent progress in the research for magnetic confinement of high

temperature plasmas has revealed several important roles played by the

intrinsic stochasticity of the dynamical system.

The fact that the magnetic field lines in a nonaxisymmetric

configuration can exhibit chaotic behaviors on the cross-section perpen-

dicular to the field lines has long been recognized as a dangerous

phenomenon in the magnetic confinement of the plasma. Thus, the problem

of finding a suitable equilibrium or quasi-equilibrium magnetic configura-

tion requires a proper understanding for the onset of chaotic field lines,

their structures and their effects on the transport. More recently,

computer simulations have shown that a current disruption in a tokamak

can take place due to stochastic field lines produced by an overlapping

of magnetic islands which grow spontaneously as a result of tearing mode

instabilities. Anomalous electron energy transport along the density or

temperature gradient is also suspected to be caused by an overlapping of

many microscale magnetic islands produced by electromagnetic drift wave



instabilities and/or ballooning mode instabilities. In the velocity space,

hot ion formation associated with the lower hybrid resonance heating of

the plasma has been considered as a result of stochasticity in the phase

space. Problems associated with the collisionless particle loss from

a magnetic mirror have been studied in connection with the standard mapping

which adequately describes the evolution of stochasticity in the particle

orbits. Nonaxisymmetry in the tandem mirror configuration is recently

considered to cause a stochastic particle motion which may result in an

anomalous diffusion across the magnetic field.

All these problems are of particular importance in the theory of

magnetic confinement and heating of plasmas and require deep understanding

of the mathematical structures as well as the physical consequences of

the intrinsic stochasticity and chaos.

Recently, a remarkable progress has been made in the understanding

of these problems in the various fields of nonequilibrium statistical

physics, such as fluid turbulence, critical phenomena, chemical turbulence,

optical bistable systems, etc. This progress has been realized by the

introduction of modern mathematical concepts, such as mappings,

bifurcations, scaling analyses, etc.

Based on these facts, we have reached the agreement at the Institute

Start-up Meeting, held in October, 1980, in Nagoya, to have a series of

Workshops on tht problem of stochasticity and chaos as a part of the

US-Japan Joint Institute for Fusion Theory Program. This Workshop was

the first of this series, whence we have organized this Workshop such that

it covers the widest possible related fields. Admittedly, the contents

presented at this Workshop are too widely spread to be digested immediately



concept. At the same time, I believe that this subtitle will greatly

inspire the research in our Institute.

I except a great success of this Workshop.

Thank you.

Ziro Maki

Director

Research Institute for Fundamental Physics

Kyoto University



by most of the participants. However, I believe that the Workshop has

certainly made an important contribution in initiating and in stimulating

the collaboration between the scientists working in the fundamental aspects

of the problem and those working in the fusion application. At the last

discussion session, we agreed to continuing this type of Workshop with a

long range prospect, presumably focusing on a more specific problem in

future Workshops.

Finally I should like to express my sincere thanks to those who

worked very hard in organizing this Workshop, particularly to

Prof. Y. Kuramoto of Kyoto University, Prof. T. Kamimura of Nagoya

University, Mrs. Y. Yamaguchi, secretary of Institute of Plasma Physics,

Nagoya University and Miss K. Miura, secretary of Faculty of Science,

Hiroshima University.

Kyoji Nishikawa

Director

International Center for Fusion Theory

Institute of Plasma Physics

Nagoya University



Mr. Chairman and Ladies and Gentlemen:

It is my great pleasure to present my welcome address to the

participants, including many distinguished guests from abroad, in this

US-Japan Workshop on "Nonequilibrium Statistical Physics Problems in

Fusion Plasmas".

A few months ago, when I received a proposal from Professor Kyoji

Nishikawa to have this Workshop at this Institute here in Kyoto, we most

willingly accepted this proposal. There are several reasons for this

acceptance. The first reason is that we believe thai the general policy

of our Institute has been, and should be, to encourage and to promote the

research on developing or to-be-developed areas in the field of fundamental

physics. The second reason is a historical one; namely, I was reminded

of the fact that about twenty-five years ago the late Or. Yukawa, as the

Director of this Institute, insisted upon the importance of developing

fundamental research on plasma physics and organized the Nuclear Fusion

Association in Japan, which opened a nationwide basis for discussing the

plasma physics research in Japan.

I am a particle physicist and h-ve little knowledge about the subjects

taken up in this Workshop, but I wish to mention a few words about the

word "chaov' which is included in the subtitle of this Workshop. This

word is translated as "ko.nton" in Japanese ( ? ^ ; ^ ) a n d nas its origin

in a famous concept of a Chinese classic, Chuangtse. This was one of

the most favorite word of the late Dr. Yukawa. I suppose that Dr. Yukawa

had acquired many creative inspirations from this deeply meaningful key
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Afternoon

Free Time.

Tour to Shugakuin Detatched Palace.

Nov. 12 (Thursday) 9:30-12:00

* M. J. Feigenbaum : Detailed Structure of Chaotic Power Spectra.
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Discussions.

Manuscripts of this reporter marked by * are not printed in this proceeding.
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Magnetic Lines as a Dynamical System

John M. Greene

Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton University

The aspect of dynamical systems that will be discussed here can be

modeled by the magnetic field lines in a tokamak.

In an idea , axisymmetric tokamak every magnetic field line lies on

a one of e nested set of toroidal surfaces, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

At the center there is a closed field line, the magnetic axis. The winding

of field lines on enclosing toroidal surfaces is described by the safety

factor, q, defined by

_ number of circuits in toroidal direction
q = number of circuits in poloidal direction

Figure 1 shows one circuit in the toroidal direction and a fraction of a

circuit in the poloidal direction. In general q varies continuously from

surface to surface.

The mathematical problem is to describe the asymptotic behavior of

field lines in the limit of infinite length. This problem is not trivial

in nonaxisymmetric tokamaks. Such an asymptotic solution can serve as the

basis of a perturbation scheme to describe the behavior of finite but long
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field lines, a problem of more physical interest than that of infinite

length lines.

The three dimensional behavior of nonaxi symmetric .systems can be most

conveniently pictured by taking a Poincare surface of section, illustrated

in Fig. 1, and labeled P. Following every field line once around the torus

describes a map of P onto itself. This map preserves magnetic flux.

Attention will be focussed on the map of the plane P of Fig. 1 onto

itself. In the rest of this introduction two-dimensional area-preserving

maps will be considered in general. Figure 1 should be kept in mind to

refresh physical intuition.

Figure 2 illustrates a number of orbits in a representative map. By

the nature of the cross section P, an orbit is a sequence of points. It

is observed that there is a great deal of similarity between different

maps of this type, so it does not matter what particular map was used to

make this picture. Indeed, one comes to feel that if you have seen one

map you have seen them all. It is exciting that renormalization and

universality, introduced into this field by Feigenbaum, are making this

statement precise.

Three kinds of orbit can be seen in Fig. 2. There are periodic

orbits that are a finite set of points that transforn among themselves.

There are KAM orbits, such as those labeled A and B in Fig. 2 that lie

on closed curves equivalent to the torus shown in Fig. 1. Finally, there

are stochastic orbits, such as those labeled C and D, that fill some finite

volume.

Some of these orbits are arranged in island structures. Each of these

consists of a periodic orbit surrounded by KAM and stochastic orbits, such

-12-



as that enclosed by the stochastic orbit D. Each of these can be considered

to be a small tokamak with a range of winding numbers around the central

periodic orbit, which is the magnetic axis of this structure. The limiting

winding number at the magnetic axis is of particular interest, and will be

called q . It is also useful to introduce a residue R,
0

R = sin27r/q
o

So that R can be defined by analytic continuation when the central orbit

is unstable [1]. This is a measure of the "strength"of an island.

As a map is perturbed away from the ideal case islands become stronger

and stochastic regions become larger. Now orbits can not cross KAM surfaces,

so as long as the orbit D of Fig. 2 lies between orbits A and B, it is

contained within a small region. This is good for tokamaks since it makes

possible the containment of the mass and energy of a plasma. For larger

perturbations, as for the islands to the left of D, enclosing stochastic

orbits are not contained locally. This is bad for tokamaks since it

permits mass and energy to flow to large distances. Kadanoff and coworkers

[2] are showing how to use renormalization theory to calculate the transi-

tion from isolated to wide ranging stochastic orbits. The result is that,

"universally", the orbits C and D will merge when the residue and q value
0

at the center of the island enclosed by D are given by

R. = 0.25 q = 6.0.
K o
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For larger perturbations, islands disappear entirely. This can be

deduces from the termination of the sequence of islands to the left of D

in Fig. 2. This occurs through a Feigenbaum type period doubling [3].

"Universally" an island disappears entirely when the residue of the

central periodic orbit has the value

Rp = 1.13....

The conclusion of renormalization theory is that all two-dimensional

measure preserving maps are similar, and that local behavior of orbits can

be inferred from the residue of enclosed periodic orbits.

References

[1] J. M. Greene, "Nonlinear Dynamics", ed R. Helleman, (New York Academy

of Sciences, 1980) p. 80.

[2] L. Kadanoff, to be published.

[3] R. Mackay et al., Physica 3D, 468 (1981).

* Figures are not included.
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Vortex Stretching and Transport Processes

in Fully-Developed Turbulence

Hazime MORI

Department of Physics, Kyushu University, Fukuoka

A fascinating feature of turbulence is an enormous

enhancement of transport processes. In a turbulent flow,

particle, heaf and momentum transport rates are far greater

than the corresponding molecular transport rates, typically, by

a factor of 10. This implies that the mechanism of the turbulent

transport is quite different from that of the molecular transport.

Thermal equilibrium and molecular transport are brought

about by the mixing due to molecular collisions. Turbulent

equilibrium in the inertial range and turbulent transport are

brought about by the mixing due to the vortex stretching, i.e.,

the stretching and folding process of a vortex tube in fluid

space. In order to put this viewpoint forward, we have discussed

how to formulate the vortex stretching and the turbulent dif-

fusion of a dye.

§1. VortPx stretching Consider a turbulent flow which is

statistically homogeneous and isotropic, and take one eddy of

mean diameter $,„ at time t = 0 in the inertial range. The eddy

will be stretched and folded with time, as in Fig. 1, and

become a randomly-folded fine vortex tube. Let £(t) be the

mean cross-section diameter of the vortex tube at time t. We

-15-



assume that the vortex stretching is self-similar. Then, in

terms of the contraction ratio r (t) E SL Ct)/S-0, the mean square

of the end-end distance R(t) is given by ^

oU"0,t) = <R
2(t)>/£2 = l/[r(t)]2*, (1)

where <(>=(3-y)v-l with y being the intertnittency exponent and v

an exponent which characterizes the degree of randomness of the

spatial configuration of the vortex tube. A theory leads to

y=0.341 ••• =1/3?^ A conjecture gives v = l/(2*v)V Then *=l/(2-P),

which we shall assume in the following.

§2. Diffusion of a dye in steady turbulence The contraction

ratio r(.t) turns out to take the power law form •*

r(t) = [1 - (t/tj]1/a, (2)

where a=(2+y)/3 and too(Jl0)=C(£0/L)
 a ( L 2 / e ) 1 / 3 , C=1.96 with L

being the length scale of the production range and e the mean

transfer rate of energy cascade per unit mass. t represents

the life time of the vortex tube. Therefore, the diffusion

ratio (1) takes the form 1/ [1- (t/tj ] 2 n with n = 4>/a=3/ (4 -y2) .

Therefore, the spatial spread of the vortex tube increases

anomalously as t+t^. This anomalous diffusion of vorticity

would be the underlying mechanism of the enormous enhancement

of the turbulent transport.

Let us drop a dye in a steady turbulent flow. Let LA(t)

be the root mean square of the linear dimension of the dye

cloud at time t. The dye is diffused by those eddies whose

diameters Jl are less than L.j.(t). As the dye spreads, larger

eddies participate in the diffusion. Thus che eddy diffusion

-16-



41rate is given by

i QCt) f SL2BW N di, (3)

have3) N. = £~ C 7 " 4 * 1 ) / ^ which leads to
Jo

where D(£) E [8a(Jl,t)/3t] „ and N is the eddy-size distribution.

«,, is the length scale o£ the dissipation range, and QCt) is a

normalization constant. In the inertial range L>J,^S.j, we

(4)

ln(LA/«,d) if Vi = 0, and (A/p)L|4'y:)/3 if 1 >> (j^/LJ^. The

factors other than L*' lead to the deviation from Richardson's

empirical 4/3 law.

§3. Diffusion of a dye in decaying turbulence Consider a

turbulent flow behind a grid with mesh-length L and inject a

dye in the similarity region at time t=0. The . mean transfer

rate of energy cascade decays as '

where / ^ A F 1 ^ 3 L 1^ 3, A=0.88. This leads to the form

= e t l + p 0 t ] "
( 2 + z ) , (5)

where 1 >_ z> 0. Then the contraction ratio turns out to take

the form

r(t) = [1 ° D ] 1 / a , (6)

where y= (1/3)[2 + z-y(1-z)/2]. This is a generalization of (2)

and leads to the diffusion of a dye quite different from (4) .

For example, take the case where y/l, p.t>>l. Then the dye

-17-



2 flcloud spreads as Lj(t)wt with

f 6(6 = 1 2+y) if

2 /

i f

a / 3

L*

L*

( t )

( t )

<<

>>
V
V88/up0

where p^O and po=pQ(LJ/EO)

Thus we can treat the turbulent diffusion of a dye on the

basis of the vortex stretching. Other transport may be treated

similarly.

References

1) A..S. Monin and A.M. Yaglom, Statistical Fluid Mechanics,

vols. 1,2 (The MIT Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1971, 1975).

2) H. Mori, Prog. Theor. Phys. Suppl. 6£ (1980), 111; Prog.

Theor. Phys. (v5 (1981), 1085.
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4) K. Takayoshi and H. Mori, Prog. Theor. Phys.

(To be submitted),
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Transition from Unstable to Stable States

Masuo Suzuki

Department of Physics, University of Tokyo,

Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113

I. The purpose of the present paper is to discuss fluctuations,

relaxation and formation of macroscopic order in non-equilibrium

systems, particularly near the instability point. Our main

strategy is to use asymptotic evaluation methods on the basis of

stochastic processes. The present author has discussed the follow-

ing items in the conference.

1. New definition of stochastic calculus

2. Kubo's stochastic Liouville equation

3. Stochastic linear response

3) 4)

4. ^-expansion method (where Q denotes the system size)

5. 'Scaling theory of transient phenomena near the insta-

bility point.

II. New definition of stochastic calculus

There are two types of stochastic calculm,, namely It6 type

and Stratonovich type. The present author has extended the

latter to a quite general definition of arbitrary symmetrized

integral, which is very convenient, particularly for proving that

the symmetrized stochastic calculus is quite similar to the

ordinary one. For more details, see Ref. 1).

III. Kubo's stochastic Liouville equation

Kubo introduced the following stochastic Liouville equation
-20-



?Z ^ ' «S (3.-,)

for the stochastic process defined by

(3.2)t)
where n(t) is a random force. The true distribution function

P(x,c) is given by P(x,t) = <p(x,t)> averaged over the random

force. This formulation is very convenient in many case, because

(3.1) is linear whereas (3.2) is nonlinear.

IV. Stochastic linear response

The concept of stochastic linear response is very useful

in non-equilibrium many-body systems. It is defined by the

response Ax(t) of a random force n(t) + An(t) namely, 6x (t)/6n(t')

= SAx (t)/sAn (f) . For the case of (3.1), it is given by

(4.1)

This is useful in obtaining a generalized Langevin's equation.

V. fl-expansion method

3) 4 1
The stochastic variable x(t) can be separated '' ' into the

following two parts

xt-t) — (5.1)

as long as the fluctuating part £(t) is of the order of unity,

where e ="\/Q, with the system size Q. The above condition is

violated near the instability point, as will be discussed in §VI.

The above separation is due to the central limit theorem in normal

situations. If we apply (5.1) to the following nonlinear
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Langevin's equation

-I-
we obtain dy(t)/dt = a(y(t),t) and

(5.3)

These equations are much easier to solve than (5.2). In fact,

if a and 3 do not contain the time t explicitly, then the variance

(jT(t) defined by 0"(t) E <£2(t)> = n<(x~y(t)2> takes the following

asymptotic temporal behavior

. / -stir

(5.4)

5)
This expression leads to the Anomalous Fluctuation Theorem

that the fluctuation a(t) is enhanced anomalously as (T(t) <* 6

near t - Iog6 , where S denotes the deviation of the initial

system from the unstable point. This anomalous fluctuation has

been observed in many systems near the instability point.

VI. Scaling theory of transient phenomena

As mentioned before, the fi-expansion method is not valid at

(or near) the instability point as shown in Fig. ^because the

fluctuating part /z £(t) becomes of the

order of y(t) in this situation.

Then what happens in this unstable

region? First we study a simple typical \ / \ (k)

example, i.e.,

CLXtt) «_ w . i. u -\ (6.D

Fig. 1.

where y>Q and g>0. Clearly, x=0 is the unstable equilibrium
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point of this system, a^ shown in Fig. 1. As an extreme case,

we consider the initial condition that x(0) = 0 (just unstable

point). Then, we have y(t) = 0, if we applied the fi-expansion

method to this case. The perturbational calculation in g gives

where <x > = y/g. Higher order terms in (6.2) become very

complicated. However, if we confine our arguments into the

"scaling limit" that g (or e) -»• 0, t -»• °° and T = {eg/y2) exp (2yt)

fixed, then (6.2) takes the following simple asymptotic form

a X - .3)

If we perform Borel summation, the scaling function f (T) is
sc

p \
given by

We call T scaling variable. A remarkable point in the above

argument is that the normalized fluctuation being originally a

function of four independent parameters g, e, y and t is expressed

only in terms of the scaling variable^*. In this sense, a new

kind of scaling law holds in the case of relaxation from

(or near) the instability point. This nonlinear scaling law is

a big contrast to the linear scaling theory in critical phenomena.

If we include the initial fluctuation <x (0)> = ea , then T is

81replaced by

The above argument on the simple example (6.1) can be easily
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extended to more general unstable situations5)~8) The scaling

function f (x) and scaling variable T can be obtained by the

so-called scaling theory proposed by the present author . The

essential idea of this theory is to divide the whole time region

into three region, i.e., (a) the initial gaussian, (b) second

nonlinear scaling, and (c) final (remaining) regimes, as shown

in Fig. 2. The scaling variable T is found by study how the

initial gaussian solution grows as the system approaches the

second regime. The scaling function f (T) can be obtained by
s c

solving the simplified equation obtained from the original

temporal evolution equation using the asymptotic evaluation

method, i.e., for T fixed and for g (or e) •+ 0 and t ->• °°.

This scaling theory leads to the Fluctuation Enhancement
5) 2

Theorem that the fluctuation <x (t)> is enhanced from the

initial order of c to the order of unity in the time region

t ~ log (1/e),when the system starts from (or near) the unstable

point. That is, the enhanced fluctuation of the order of unity

is no more an ordinary fluctuation, but it corresponds to the

appearance of macroscopic order. This is the essential mechanism

of formation of macroscopic structure. This situation is shown

in Fig. 3 together with a shematic explanation of Anomalous

Fluctuation Theorem in the fi-expansion theory (i.e., in the

expansion region).

Fig. 2. Fig. 3.



The onset time t is defined by TS1 . For the case of (6.5),

we obtain5'~8)

This expresses the synergism of the initial fluctuation <x (0)>,

strength of random for e, and nonlinearity g.

The above scaling theory can be also formulated by introducing

the nonlinear transformation

(6.7)

for (5.2), where

" ~" *""" (6.8)

o

For more details, see Refs. 6) and 8).

VII. Applications

There are many applications of the present scaling theory

of transient phenomena near the unstable point:

1. laser91'10'

2. super-radiance11''12'

3. quenching of ferromagnet '

4. chemical reaction

5. periodic spinodal decomposition

6. heavy ion collision in nuclei '
1 ft \

1. clumps in plasma
1 91

8. biophysics '
20)

9. model of meditation
21)

There is an extension to the TDGL model. The above
22)~24)scaling theory is also confirmed by asing the WKB method.
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Statistical Dynamics of Interface

Kyozi Kawasaki

Dept. of Physics

Kyushu Univ., Fukuoka

I. Introduction

An interface between two coexisting phases can be regarded

as a simplest example of topological excitations, other

familiar examples being vortex lines in fluids, dislocations

and disclinations in crystals etc. Such topological

excitations appear as singular solutions of the equations of

motion or the equations for equilibrium states of nonlinear

continuum model systems in the limit of strong nonlinearity.

Such topological excitations are very important in the fully

developed hydrodynamic turbulence as well as in the late stages

of phase transition kinetics where nonlinearity of the problem

plays a crucial role. Here a simple stochastic model called

the kinetic drumhead model is presented ' which describes

random motions of an interface together with its applications.

II. Derivation of the model

We start from the well-known time-dependent Ginzburg-

Landau model which is expressed in the form of a nonlinear

Langevin equation for the non-conserved local order parameter

S(x,t) as

•£ S(x,t) = - L [ ( - P 2 - T ) S + | S3) + ?(x,t) (1)

where t is an appropriate random force representing a thermal

noise. Singular solutions are obtained in the limit of strong

nonlinearity g-*00, which in turn requires T-«° in order to keep

the equilibrium value of the order parameter finite ; S =
1/2 e<^

±[6i/g} ' . The resulting stochastic equation for the position

of the interface z=f(r,t) with x={z,p can be expressed again

as a nonlinear Langevin equation as follows:
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^ t,f\ (2)

where K=3y-[9,-f/ l+(3rf) ) is the mean curvature of the

interface and r,, is the random force. Detailed discussions

about the derivation and the properties such as the Euclidean

invariance of (2) can be found in Refs 2 and 5.

III. Applications

A. Critical dynamics

The model (2) allows an expansion in (d-1) of the dynamic

critical exponent z(d) in the vicinity of d=l where d is the

spatial dimensionality of the hulk system. Such an expansion

was recently obtained by Bausch e_t al^. See Ref .5, for further

details.

B. Kinetic*of phase transitions

Here we are interested in the k/hole process of approach

to equilibrium when the system is suddenly quenched from a

high temperature disordered equilibrium state to an unstable

low temperature state accompanyed by enormous supra-thermal

fluctuations. ' One of the fundamental problems here is

the understanding of the newly discovered scaling la.w where

the normalized variance of the Fourier components of the local

under parameter fluctuations exhibit a scaling behavior

k(t) F(q/k(t)) where k(t) is the varying length scale

characterizing the spatial pattern of fluctuations after a

certain transient period. Earlier theoretical attempts at
8)this problem based or decoupling ideas or singular

3 9)perturbation theory ' met only partial success in coping

with strong nonlinearity. The approach which starts from

(2) hence complements the earlier theories. We report here

only some preliminary results obtained so far. First, the

scaling behavior can be understood rather easily. We first

rewrite (2) in the form of a Fokker-Planck type equation for

the probability distribution functional for the position of
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interface P({f},t). We then seek a scaling type solution

P({f},t) = P({<(>}) where <}> (y) = k(t)f(r,t) with y=k(t)r. We

then find that it k(t)/k(t)3 is a negative constant (which

we take to be -L by an appropriate choice of unit of time),

the Fokker-Planck equation allows a scaling solution where

the term coming from the random noise term of (2) drops out.

Hence k(t) = (2Lt)~1^2 for sufficiently long times. The

scale-invariant functional now satisfies the condition

[ - T t y
g f + KIPCU}) = 0 (3)

j?(j)/a] is the scaled mean curvature with CT = 3/3y

and ai/l+(|?<t>) . The first and second terms of (3) represent

spurious and real displacements of interface <j> (y) , respectively,

where the former is caused by the scale change k(t) and the

latter by the curvature. Thus the condition (3) shows that

these two displacements compensate in maintaining a steady

state distribution P[$} in an expanding universe. Here it

is interesting to note an analogy between the present problem

(with the direction of time reversed) and the throe-dimensional

strong Navier-Stokes turbulence. Both are governed, by

deterministic nonlinear equations of motion which are e.pected

to show chaotic behaviors. Singular solutions of theje

equations are important in the limit of high Reynolds number

or strong nonlinearity. Sucn singular solutions are not yet

fully understood in the case of Navier-Stokes turbulence

(vortex lines, vortex sheets, etc.) whereas they are well-

known in the form of interface in our case. "Topological

excitations" (singular solutions) in both problems are expected to

show strectching and folding behaviors that characterize a

turbulent motion . Hence the study of phase transition

kinetics should be useful to elucidate some aspects of the

Navier-stokes turbulence. We have also found a constant of

the motion /dya (the total area of interface) If where the integral

is over the entire invar.i ̂ nt space but is not over a space
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of y which shrinks with the changing length scale. However

this appears to be not quite sufficient to obtain an explicit

form for the invariant distribution P in analogy with the

equilibrium distribution which is a function of constants of

the motion such as the Hamiltonian. This is due to the fact

that the time variations of <f> is not measure-preserving. It

may be neccessary to reconsider the stationarity condition

in the expanding universe more carefully by taking note of

the actual volume change of the system and the concomitant

change in the function space of f and /or 4> which are required

to ensure the stationarity. Here the problem has some formal

similarity to obtaining the fixed point Hamiltonian

in critical phenomena. The problem is now under active

investigation and the results will be reported elsewhere.

Finally we exhibit formula that connects the experimentally

accessible equal-time pair correlation of the Fourier component

of the order parameter fluctuation G (q) to f(i'):

G(q) = (2|15eq|)V
2[l+(q(/qz)

2)V~1//dr1dr2e~
1<i '(5l~F2>

i
where q and q are the components of the vector q, parallel

and perpendicular to the r-plane, respectively. Here we have

generalized the model so that there can be more than one

interfaces which are designated by a and 6. e is the polarity

of the interface a which is +1 or -1 according to the sign

of S above the interface.

Note that possible multivaluedness of the function

f(r) can be handled by introducing interfaces with different

polarities as is shown in the figure where of course interfaces

of opposite polarities cancel whenever they touch each other.
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Diffusion in Fluids and Plasmas

Harvey A. Rose

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

In a strong magnetic field, a test particle will diffuse along a

field line much more rapidly than perpendicular to a field line. I'owever,

if the field line orbits are stochastic, the perpendicular diffusion need

not go to zero as the field strength becomes infinite.

It is shown that a Fokker-Planck transport model for the test particle

can be represented in terms of a set of fluid-like equations which are

driven by a white noise source. The diffusion of test particles is now

equivalent to the passive scalar problem which describes transport in a

turbulent fluid.

Turbulent diffusion in a fluid can be described by the Lagrangian

velocity f", Md autocorrelation function, and more generally by the mean

linear response function of a passive scalar, which can be determined by

the Eulerian velocity field autocorrelation function.

The effective turbulent velocity field which corresponds to stochastic

magnetic field lines is argued to be the projection of the velocity field

which would exist if the magnetic field were strictly uniform, upon the

local direction of the actual magnetic field. It is also argued that the

parallel diffusion of the passive scalar is "projected" onto the local
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magnetic field direction, and therefore a simple perturbation theory for

the diffusion coefficient is appropriate. This is equivalent to a

perturbation analysis on the inverse of the passive scalar linear response

function, and the particular approximation that is used is known as the

DIA (the direct interaction approximation of Kraichnan).

In the collisionless, time independent magnetic field limit, the

results of Rechester and Rosenbluth are regained. When the field is allowed

to be time dependent, results similar to those of Krommes, Kleva and

Oberman are found.
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RELATION OF LINEAR RESPONSE

TO NONLINEAR MOTION

John R. Cary

Institute for Fusion Studies
The University of Texas at Austin

Austin, Texas 78712

Ponderoraotive force is the time-averaged force on a

particle in an oscillating field. Ponderomotive force was

encountered many decades ago in the form of radiation

reaction. -Ĵ e of the ponderomotive force concept is wide-

spread in plasma theory. Ponderomotive force has been

proposed as a mechanism of plasma confinement . It has
4

been invoked as the dominant nonlinearity in wave coupling

and filamentation of radiation ' . However, ponderomotive

force calculations are typically specific to the problem

at hand.
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In contrast, the linear response of many physical

systems has been thoroughly generalized. In plasma

physics, the linear response is often studied by means of

the Vlasov-Maxwell set of equations. In this system of

equations, the evolution of the particle phase-space

density is given by Liouville's equation,

|| + {f,h} = 0 , (1)

with the electromagne.tic Hamiltonian

[p - eA(q,t)/c]2

h(q,p,t) = — —p— + e*(q,t) .

We divide the electromagnetic field and phase-space density

into equilibrium and perturbed parts: A = A.(q) + A (q,t),

etc. The equilibrium part is assumed to satisfy Eq. (1).

Upon linearizing Eq. (1) we find that the perturbation

satisfies

fLE. + {f h } + ff h ) = 0 (2)

The solution to Eq. (2), which may be obtained by

integration along characteristics, can be used to calculate

the linear response in the charge and current distributions:

P2(x,t) = jd3pd3qf1(q,p,t) eS(x-q) (3a)

j^(x,t) = Jd pd q f^(q,£,t) ep5(x - q)/m

- fo(<3*P/t) e AjCg.p^jStx - q)/mc| . (3b)
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Historically, these two quantities, the linear

response and the ponderomotive force, have not been

7 — 9considered to be related, but recent work shows that

in fact they are. This work applies the methods of

canonical perturbation theory to the problem of particle

motion in an oscillating electromagnetic field. The

result is that the time-averaged motion of the particle

is given by a new quantity, the ponderomotive Hamiltonian,

K 2 (<3#P»t)» i n addition to the unperturbed Hamiltonian.

The ponderomotive Hamiltonian is the generalization of

the ponderomotive force to kinetic plasma theory.

Furthermore, this analysis has uncovered a remarkable

relation between the linear response and the ponderomotive

Hamiltonian, viz.,

/d3qd3pfo(q,p)K2(,(q,p,t)

= | //d 3x[p 1(x,t)* 1(x,t) - j1(xft)-A1(xrt)

(4)

where the angular brackets denote the time average.

For cold, homogeneous plasma this result yields the

following expression for the ponderomotive potential,

*p(x,t) = - -~ £"U,t)-xM-£(x,t) (5)

in which the electric field is assumed to have the form

E(x,t) = E{x,t) exp (ik-x - itjt) + c.c. , (6)
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and the plasma species of density n has susceptibility

X . Upon inserting the appropriate well-known

susceptibilities for unmagnetized and magnetized plasma,

we immediately obtain the ponderomotive potentials for

unmagnetized plasma,

e2| ff|

and magnetized plasma,
2 2 2

e2| u -E I e2| u -E I e2| u-E \
£ + 1 2 : + ~

mw(co - 5,7) moj(w +

In this last equation £2 = eBQ/mc is the gyrofrequency,

the magnetic field is assumed to be in the z-direction,

and u + E (x ± iy)//2 .
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Longterm Prediction : Macroscopic ana Microscopic

Harold Grad

Consider a rarefied gas in the Boltzmann limit [1,2]. It is governed

(without chaos) by the Boltzmann Hierarchy (BH) [2,3,4]

etc.

or (with chaos) by the Boltzinann Equation (BE)

It has been shown that Molecular Chaos (f - f,f9) is equivalent to a

pure state [4,5] (f,... such that the deviation of the fluctuating f

from its expectation f = If dx dx is small as n becomes large).

Chaos also obtains, with probability one as n + », for given expectation

f , among f. .. chosen "at random" [6,7].

In the Boltzmann limit, thermal fluctuations approach zero, but there

can remain fluctuations due to imperfect experimental replication (noisy

wind tunnel) or instability. Imperfections in the experimental reproduction
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of a macroscopic state (or a Boltzmann state, f ) yield nonchaotic f

and the infinite, coupled BH system, not the determinate, one-point BE.

Instrbility can introduce a nonchaotic state (destroying the validity of

the BE or macroscopic equations) when the initial state is chaotic [4].

Consider a linear determinate evolution equation,

~ = L u , u(x,t).

Construct the Linear Extension (or Ascending Hierarchy) by introducing

two-point (and higher) correlations

u = u(x), u = u(x), <p(x,x) = <uu>,

which satisfy determinate equations

H = (L + L)<f> , etc.

(L operates on 41 as a function of x and L on x); <> is any mean value

operation, idempotent and commuting with 3/8t and L.

An Ascending Hierarchy is common in fluid turbulence; start with a

determinate one-point equation and construct an infinite, coupled sequence

of correlation equations. A Descending Hierarchy is common in statistical

mechanics ; start with a determinate n-point equation (Liouville), and

integrate down. Both hierarchies share the problem of closure or truncation

approximations to make a relatively small system determinate.

The linear one-point determinate equation (which can also be taken as
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a linear system of equations) is exceptional in that its ascending

hierarchy is uncoupled and determinate at each level. This explains

why so many linearized physical problems involving fluctuations (eg.

scattering of light) can be solved without resorting to any truncation

hypotheses.

The nonlinear, determinate BE gives rise to an ascending hierarchy

which is identical to the BH (which descends from Liouville's equation

in the Boltzmann limit). This answers a question raised in Ref. L4].

It is not presently known whether an ascending hierarchy in fluid dynamics

(eg. from the Navier-Stokes equations), or alternatively, the infinite

dimensional Hopf formulation, is equivalent to macroscopic consequences of

kinetic theory. The basic question [4J is whether a kinetically derived

Navier-Stokes system (with a built-in probability structure) is compatible

with a superposed second probability structure which is implied in the

fluid ascending hierarchy and explicit in the Hopf theory.

The BH with small fluctuations behaves approximately like a linear

hierarchy in that the higher order correlations approximately decouple

[8]. Let f1 be a fluctuating solution of the BE,

fl

<f >= f , <6.> = 0

where 6,«f, in some sense.

Defining
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I—T" <i2'" r*

gives an ascending hierarchy for i|). ,„ ~ £ (where 6 ~ e ) , which, to lowest

order in E , decouples each i|>,...r (all are coupled to f which satisfies

the nonlinear, determinate BE). More precisely, the lowest order equation

for 6 is the linearization of the BE about the solution f , viz. the

equation that would be used to study linear stability of the BE solution

f ; and the <p, < # r satisfy the linear extension formed from <$ . One

should note that in a statistical mechanics calculation of thermal

fluctuations (at higher densities, or taking into account deviations

from the Boltzmann limit), there are two length scales, microscopic and

macroscopic, and s is never uniformly small.

In fluid turbulence we have an unstable situation; a small perturbation

of initial position will give a large separation at a later time. Molecular

chaos is lost; the BE is not valid; the BH must be used for a kinetic

description; the Navier-Stokes (NS) equation is not derivable by convent-

ional means. Over a short period of time the solution of the BE differs

slightly from that of NS; after a while the deviation will be large.

Wnat one can hope for is that tne statistical behavior of the two solutions

is close. That this is true has not been verified even by formal computation

(eg. that the NS hierarchy agrees with the BH in the limit of small

mean-free-path). We claim that, in addition to the greater intrinsic

validity of a BH formulation (in a rarefied gas), there may be a practical

advantage. The mathematical structure of the BE is entirely different

from that o* any fluid system. This is evident, for example, in the way

in which nonlinearity enters the equations; also in the way that
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noniinearity affects the solutions. The type of approximation method,

truncation, etc. that is natural (or effective) in one formulation may be

totally invisible in the other. The BH therefore offers an opportunity

for new types of theoretical approaches to turbulence which may have no

obvious parallel by examination of the fluid equations [.4].
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Statistical Discription of the Chirikov-Taylor Model

Alexander B. Rechestor

Plasma Fusion Center, MIT, Cambridge, Ma. 02139, USA

Abstract of a talk presented at US-Japan Workshop on "Nonequilibrium

Statistical Physics Problems in Fusion Plasmas-Stochasticity and Chaos".

Nov. 9-13, 1981, Yukawa Hall, Kyoto Univ.

Statistical description of systems far from the thermal equilibrium

constitute one of the major unsolved problem of plasma physics. The

fundamental question in this area is how to derive statistical properties

of such systems, based on the equations of motion. To study the dynamics,

a number of simplified models have been introduced. The Chirikov-Taylor

model is perhaps the simplest model. It attracted a lot of attention in

the plasma physics literature and can be described by the Eqs. [1]

X(t + 1) = X(t) + V(t) (1)

V(t + 1) = V(t) - esinX(t) (2)

Here t = 0,1,2,... is a discrete time, 0 <_ x <_ 2ir is a phase variable

and v is velocity, energy, magnetic moment etc. depending on a problem.
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The purpose of our talk is to summarize results of analytical and

numerical study of this model [2,3,4].

Statistical description of Eqs. (1,2) is given by the distribution

function f(x,v;t) which can be found from the initial distribution

f(x,v;o) using the equations of motion. This is easy to do with a computer

if we use a distribution with a finite number (N>>1) of test orbits.

N

f(x,v;t) = 1 6(x - Xi(t)) 6(v - V i(t)). (3)
i=l

If we consider the case E>1 and calculate the second moment
°° 2TT

M2(t) = v2f(x,v;t) dvdx, (4)

-co 0

then the result of numerical computations is

lim M (t) = 2Dt. (5)
2

This might indicate that the evolution of the ensemble of orbits can be

described as a diffusion process even though every particular orbit is

strictly deterministic. But there is problem with such interpretation

because the coefficient 0 depends on initial the distribution f(x,v;o).

On the other hand, there are always weak random processes present in

any physical system like collisions, noise etc. The main result of our

study is to show that such noise plays a fundamental role in long time

description of Chirikov-Taylor model. We introduce the noise as a random

variable Sy. (or 5V ) in Eq. (1) (or Eq. (2)). We assume Gaussian
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probability distribution for sx.

P(«xt) = — L exp[ - i^ii]. (6)

Then computations give a unique coefficient D which is independent of

initial distribution, Fig. 1. The dependence of D on the noise parameter

o is very different depending on the nature of orbits. Our results can be

summarized as follows :

1) e>>t, most orbits are stochastic

D = f- l\ - J U h ~ a - J 2 U ) f ° + J 2 ( E ) ~2a + J H e ) f 3 a + • • ] (7 )
c c 2 1 2 3

The diffusion coefficient is finite in the limit a+Q. The same value

D(o^-O) is obtained for the case of noise in V direction.

Z) c«t, most orbits are integrable

D = ^~ tanh | (8)

It vanishes as o->0

3) The function D(a-*-0) is unique and ha", a singularity at the value

e=E =0.98 found by J. Greene at which the last global invariant KAM

surface is destroyed.

4) 2T™ £ e £ /(2-rrn)z + 16 , n=l,2,....

In this case stable acceleration islands are present. We have found that

acceleration orbits give a singular contribution to diffusion coefficient

- 4 9 -



D(a -* 0) ~ I/a.

5) Expressions (7,8) have been obtained using method of path in Fourier-

space [4]. This method prove to be useful for other problems.
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ANALYSIS OF CHAOTIC, AREA-PRESERVING MAPS

John R. Cary

Institute for Fusion Studies
The University of Texas at Austin

Austin, Texas 78712

Area-preserving maps have been extensively used as

models of dynamical systems because they are computation-

ally simple, yet they illustrate the range of behavior

of dynamical systems described by differential equations.

Many of these maps, like the standard map , have a non-

linearity parameter, e . Where e is small, the system

is integrable, and orbits can be predicted with great

accuracy for long periods. When e is large, the inte-

grals of the motion no longer exist, and orbit prediction,

even with large computers, is difficult. Much work on

the small-e regime has been calculated with e as the

perturbation parameter. Here we discuss the large-e ,

nearly totally stochastic system, for which 1/e is

the perturbation parameter.
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In this paper we consider periodic impulse maps ,

which have the form:

n+1
e f ( xn>

(la)

Xn+1 = Xn + Pn+1 ( l b

,where f(x) is periodic with period 2-n. For the

standard map, f(x) = sin(x). To analyze this map, we

will use the periodicity of f to write the Fourier

series expansions,

f (x) - £ iBx

and

ief(x).

(2)

(3)

£=-c

Since we are examining the large-e , stochastic

regime, it seems appropriate to consider averages of

functions. For this purpose we introduce the character-

istic functions of region R:

1-1
d xo d po
R R

exp mjXn+j
(x0'P0) (4)
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In Eq. (4), x .(x ,p ) gives the position after the

n+j mapping of an initial condition ( X _ , P Q ) , and the

region R is assumed to be an invariant region of the

map, which implies the independence of x, on the

parameter n.

The crucial point of this analysis is that the mapping

equations (1) in the form,

x ,, = 2x ,, . - x ,. . + ef (x ,, .) , (5)
n+k n+k-1 n+k-2 n+k-1

allow one to express x +T i n terms of x f° r n > 1

by use of Eq. (3). One finds

Xk(m0,mlf...,mk) =

mk-3'mk-2 ~ W l + 2mk

(6)

Moreover, Eq. (4) gives Xi in the form

Xk^O'V =

i d x o d p o J d xod po e xp[ i<mo+ m i ) x o - imopol
R J R

(7a)

mo'°
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(The approximate equality [Eq. (7b)] follows from the near

ergodicity of the mapping in the highly chaotic regime.)

Thus, continued use of Eqs. (6) and (7) gives all of the

characteristic functions.

It is important to note that this method is complete.

The characteristic function determines all of the statis-

tical properties. For example, the diffusion coefficient

is given by

2 J dxodPo J dxo dpo
_R J R

f2(xQ)

fmfnXj <"i,0,...,0,n) . (8)

m,n

in which the first term is the quasilinear term.

This method has been used to analyze the standard map

and the sawtooth map. Application to the standard map

yields a series representation for the diffusion coefficient
4

of Rechester and White and many other statistical properties.

One must use this series with care, however, since it is

asymptotic and divergent. Application of this method to

the sawtooth map, which is rigorously ergodic, yields

exact results for the diffusion coefficient.
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Stochastic Motion of Particles in Tandem Mirror Devices

Yoshi H. ICHIKAWA and T. KAMIMURA

Institute of Plasma Physics

Nagoya University

Nagoya 464, Japan

Stochastic motion of particles in tandem mirror devices is examined

on basis of a nonlinear mapping of particle positions on the equatorial

plane. Local stability analysis provides detailed informations on particle

trajectories. The rate of stochastic plasma diffusion is estimated from

numerical observations of motions of particles over a large number of

time steps.
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I. Introduction

1) 2)
The ambipolar traps ', or the tandem mirror devices , have been

proposed to overcome serious limitations of a simple mirror device. Ryutov
3)and Stupakov have shown, however, that the absence of axial symmetry leads

to the enhanced transverse plasma losses in comparison with the classical

diffusion. When a particle moves from mirror to mirror, the guiding center

of particle twists arround the magnetic axis by the angle Aifi, and it undergoes

a radial displacement Ar upon reflection from the end mirrors. Here, we

investigate the stochastic motion of particles in the tandem mirror on basis

of a nonlinear mapping of particle positions on the equatorial plane.

II. A Nonlinear Mapping

The positions of particles on the equatorial plane are described by a

nonlinear mapping

Vl

*n+l

with

F(r n, <|in) = a sin(2^ n + Atp(rn)J - a

2.a)
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\j>n) = | A i | j ( r n ) + ^ ( r n + 1 ) + h<p{rn'), 2 . b )

Atjj(r) = j r2, 2.c)

r ' = r + a sin(2i|i + Ai(/(r ) ) . 2.d)

The size of radial displacement upon reflection from the end mirrors a is

assumed to be independent on r. The radial variable r is normalized in terms

of the radius of the central mirror.

It is straight forward to see that the points

Rg = /2ru
 Y

e
 = "f ^n"m : i n t e9 e r s) 3'

are the first order fixed points, while the points

R = •2n + 1, <F = (2m + 1) 2j- (n.m •" integers) 4)

are the second order fixed points having the period of IT in the angle variable.

III. Tangent Mapping and Local Stability

In order to analyze structure of particle trajectories defined by the

nonlinear mapping eqs. (1.a) 'v(l.b), we turn to investigate the tangent

mapping.

defined by

mapping. % The tangent space orbit (Ar , A<|O at the point (r , w, ) is
n n n n
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<Vi

A*n+1

= L

Ar
n

n

5)

where

l =

3r

3G
3r

IE

6)

The local stability of the point (r , \\i ) is determined by the eigen-value of

the matrix L.

For the given nonlinear mapping eqs. (l.aK(l.b), it is straightforward

to confirm that Det(L) = 1, and hence the nonlinear mapping under consider-

ation is the area preserving mapping. Thus, Tr(L)2<4 determines domains of

the local stability. In Fig. 1, we illustrate domains of the local stability

for a value of a=0.1. A pattern of particle trajectories started from a

specific initial condition is shown in Fig. 2.

IV. Stochastic Diffusion

Having analyzed the stochastic motion of particles on basis of the

nonlinear mapping, we turn to investigate the diffusion process in some

details. We followed up trajectories of 400 particles distributed over the

region of 0.4 < r < 4.2, 0 < ty < 2TT up to 1.6 x 101* time steps. Fig. 3

presents the mean squared displacements of the particles for values of a=0.1,

0.2, 0.3, 0.5 and 1.0. We can conclude that for the large values of a > 0.3

- 6 1 -



the stochastic diffusion prevails with the diffusion rate D given by

where t,, is the time of travel of particle from mirror to mirror, and A is

a real size of radial displacement upon reflection at the end mirror. Eq. 7)

is in accord with theoretical estimate of Ryutov and Stupakov. '

V. Concluding Remarks

We have studied characteristic structure of the nonlinear mapping

relevant to particle motion in tandem mirror devices. When the parameter a

becomes larger than 0.2, domains of the local instability dominate over the

r-ijj phase space, and stochastic diffusion process governs the loss of particles

from tandem mirror devices.

Studies of the nonlinear mapping eqs. (l.a)^(l.b) with eqs. (2.a)^(2.d)

pose interesting problems of the dynamical systems. Results of our analysis

will be described in detail at the workshop.
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Magnetic Braiding Due to High-n Ballooning Mode

T. Tuda, K. Itoh

Japan Atomic Rerearch Institute

and

S. I. Itoh

Institute for Fusion Theory, Hiroshima University

We examine magnetic surface disruptions by high-n ballooning mode

in tokamak plasma.

In case of the ideal MHD, the topology of magnetic surfaces of

axi-symmetric tokarcak isn't changed by the perturbed magnetic field.

The magnetic surfaces are only distorted. Then the stochastic diffusion

of the field line does not occur. Reconnection of the magnetic field

line occur when we take into account kinetic effects or finite resistivity.

The diffusion coefficient of the field line can be finite in this case.

High-n kinetic ballooning instability was examined intensively by us

and the perturbation of the magnetic field due to this instability is

given by the form of

B,.
— = I b.(r) cos {(m + j)e - n<j>}, (1)
B , J
0 J

where r is the minor radius, 9 and <j> are the poloidal and toroidal angles

respectively.

For m, n >> 1, the function b.(r) can be given as
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b,(r) = b (r - jA),

here A= 1/nq' is the distance between two successive mode rational

surfaces. We consider the only symmetric perturbation of the magnetic

field in this paper.

For anti-symmetric perturbation, which '•'as largest growth rate in

linear theory ', induce no diffusion of the field line. Equation of the

field line are

_ rde £
" B ~ B, '

where R is the major radius of the tokamak. We transform eq. (2) to

and

dx - £ v
ds~ q y

here

' • ^ .

x = - (m6 - n<f>)

and s is the distance along the field line and r is the position of a
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mode rational surface. When b.(y) = const = b , the perturbed magnetic
J o

field B can be expressed by 6-function and differential equations (3)

and (4) reduce to difference equations,

and

here

V l - Yn = K cos Xn

Vi -Wr (6)

Y = 2Tty

and

X = x.

Above transformations are called Taylor-Chirikov Model and the

2)
diffusion coefficient of D., are given approximately as

In this way, the diffusion coefficient are proportional to square of the
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perturbation amplitude as the estimation by the quasi-linear theory.

However, above approximation, b-(y) = const, may not be adequate
•J

for our case. Eigen-function of the high-n ballooning modes have a

property of '

1 8b „
Fay

Numerical computation of D.. by the model,

b(y) = exp (- ax2) (7)

is given as figs. (1) and (2) for the case o = 0.5 and a = 1.0. It Is

important to notice that diffusion coefficients grow linearly with the

amplitude of the perturbed magnetic field.
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Particle Diffusion Due to High-n Ballooning Mode

T. Takizuka, K. Itoh, T. Tuda, and M. Azumi

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Tokai , Naka, rbaraki, Japan

Particle diffusion due to electrostatic high-n ballooning mode in a tokanak

is studied . The mode with high toroidal mode number n~a/p. ( a: plasma

radius, p. : ion gyro-radius ) and low freauency a) < aj,. ( (i)_ : drift freauencv ) ;is
l " ~ 2) '

excited by the pressure gradient and toroidal effect . A Fourier component

with poloidal mode number m is localized near each rational surface r , where
sm

m-nq(r ) = 0 ( q: safety factor ). Since the distance A between two surfaces
SSI S

is of order of p . , A = q/q'm~a/m, both electrons and ions transfer from a sur-

face to the neighboring surface due to E*B dri f t motion and can diffuse across

the magnetic field l ines .
-4-

We consider the motion of guiding-center in a sheared magnetic field B and

electrostatic potential <j>,

B= ( 0 , b(.r) , 1 ) B n , ? = T 0 (r-r ) cos( m6 - n'p + ait ) .
u m m sm

When only one Fourier component exists, a trajectory in the ( r , m6 - nil) ) space

is closed. The maximum disolacement Ar in the r direction is

Ar — ( qR $ / vtf B A j ' Ar ~ m $
e m 0 1 in u

Particle may transfer to the neighboring rational surface, if Ar becomes compa-
rable to A .

s
Numerical simulation are performed for the case of multi Fourier components,

where we assume that m ~ ̂ 0 and <t> (r-r )« exo{-2(r-r ) 2 / A 2 } . Figure 1 shows
m sm ~ sm s

the result of electron diffusion; (a) the time evolution of mean squared dis-

placement and (b) the correlation function. From this figure, we obtain the
diffusion coefficient D and correlation time T of electrons,

e ce

The step-size Ar in a time interval x is estimated as
e ce

Ar 2 = D T = qR <fi / v. B. ,
e e ce * m te 0

which agrees with the displacement for the case of one Fourier component,

- 7 1 -



It must be noted that this result is almost the same as that for the diffusion

of magnetic field lines due to electromagnetic high-n ballooning mode

Next ve show the result of ion diffusion in Fig.2. The ion diffusion coeffi-

cient D. is proportional to <j>

l m
6-7 and the correlation time T . is described as

ci

1 -. TT qR

Vti
ci<p

We study the diffusion of electrons and ions due to electrostatic high-n

ballooning mode in a sheared magnetic field. In the simulation, we choose the

value of potential to be larger than expected value e <f> /T < 1/m in a real plasma.

For the case of expected potential value, the diffusion of both electrons and

ions is much smaller than the Bohm diffusion. Further analyses are continued.
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Magnetic Braiding due to Current Disruption

M. Azumi, G. Kurita, T. Tsunemastu, T. Takizuka, T. Takeda

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

M. Wakatani and T. Abe

Plasma Physics Laboratory, Kyoto University

PART I TOKAMAK

1. One of the drastic effects of the magnetic braiding on the plasma confinement

is the current disruption in a tokamak and a current currying stellarator, which

is characterized by the negative voltage spike, the sharp decrease of the soft X

ray signal and the rapid decay of the plasma current. This process is considered

not only to limit the plasma density and the plasma •urrent, but also to cause

the serious machine damages in a future large device, because of its large released

energy. In this section, we study the current disruption in a tokamak by the

numerical simulation from the viewpoints of (1) the evolution of tearing modes,

(2) the topology of the resultant magnetic field, and (3) the electron heat trans-

port in the braided magnetic field.

2. We study the nonlinear evolution of tearing modes in a low 6 tokamak by using

the following reduced set of MHD equations,

These equations are solved by the fourier expansion of each variable against 9 and

z, and by the explicit-implicit time integration scheme. Results for the safety

factor q(r)=1.38[l+(r/0.6) ] and the magnetic Reynolds number S=1.3X10 at the

magnetic axis are shown in Fig. 1, where the time is normalized by the poloidal

Alfven time. The 29 fourier modes and 201 radial mesh are used in this simulation.

We can see that, after the magnetic islands with mode number 2/1 and 3/2 contact

with each other, the 3/2 mode rapidly grows ((a) and (b)) and the successive de-

stabilization of other resonant modes causes the large negative voltage spike (c).

The destabilization of the 3/2 mode is also observed by the simulation with only

7 modes, and we can conclude that the mode coupling between 2/1 and 3/2 modes

nonlinearly destabilizes the 3/2 mode, as proposed by B. V. Waddel et al. .

3. The rapid growth of many resonant modes causes the braiding of magnetic field

lines due to the successive magnetic island overlapping. By tracing the field

line, we observe that the region covered by the single field line becomes wide

during the evolution of the MHD activity and finally it occupies the almost the

whole plasma region. In order to see this process more clearly, we measure the
(2)

temporal evolution of the spatial distribution of the K-S entropy h(r) (Fig. 2) .

It can be seen that the stochastic region grows very rapidly after the magnetic
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islands of 2/1 and 3/2 modes contact. In the above calculations, the field line

is traced about 300 times around the torus, but thermal electrons can go around

the torus only several 10 ~ 100 times during the evolution of the tearing modes.

In order to see the effect of the braided magnetic field on the particle confine-

ment, we trace about 300 field lines, starting from random positionson the surface

r=0.5, and measure the correlation and moments of their radial positions. Figure

3. shows the results for the final stage of the disruption ( at t=400 in Fig. 1),

where N is the circulation number of the field line around the torus. At this

stage, the correlation length is fairly short ( N = 5 ) and field lines are almost

uniformly distributed in the radial direction. Therefore we can expect that

particles escape from the plasma in a very short time due to the magnetic braiding

resultant from the current disruption.

4. Finally, we study the collisional electron heat transport in the braided

magnetic field. Because the parallel thermal conductivity is extremely large, we

neglect the perpendicular thermal conduction, the plasma flow and the heat source,

and solve the simplified heat transport equation:

For the nonresonant magnetic perturbations, this equation is reduced to

which gives the long decay tim<= constant of T . When the perturbation is the

resonant type and the magnetic island is formed, however, the decay time is expect-

ed to be shorter. The analysis of the single resonant perturbation gives the decay

time of l//2""lbl!F'l, where F=m/q(r)-n, and this scaling is confirmed by the numerical

simulation. When magnetic islands with different mode number are overlapped, the

mode coupling becomes important. Figure 4. shows the evolution of X , =[(B/B*V )

T ] , in a strongly braided magnetic field ( at t=400 in Fig. 1), where the time
e m/n ~

is normalized by the parallel conduction time R Q / X « • The decay time of the

dominant mode X . is 71, which is slightly longer than the analytic value T - 63,

although those of other modes are different from analitic values because of the

mode coupling.

5. Results are summarized as follows;

(1) the current disruption is initiated by the magnetic is1and overlapping of 2/1

and 3/2 modes. The destabilization of the 3/2 mode is caused by the mode

counling between 2/1 and 3/2 modes and the successive destabilization of other

resonant modes releases the magnetic energy in the plasma.

(2) the growth of many resonant modes produces the stochastic layer in a tokamak.

This stochastic layer spreads during the evolution of tearing modes and finally
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it covers almost the whole plasma region. During this evolution of the

stochastic layer, the correlation length of the field line becomes shorter

and L -5 x2irR at the final stage of the disruption. Therefore, particles

can escape from the plasma during the current disruption.

(3) decay time of the electron temperature is approximately T = (RQ/X// ) /*/2"ISIIK 'I

in a braided magnetic field produced by the current disruption. This time

constant is too short compared with the MHD time scale, so that the electron

temperature profile instarLaeously follow ihe evolution of the magnetic field.

The detail analysis of this problem is under study,

PART II CURRENT CARRYING STELLARATOR

Control or suppression of the current disruption becomes an important

subject in the tokamak research, since rapid release of stored energy in

plasmas will give serious damages in future large machines. Stellarator

experiments, especially in the W VII-A Stellarator , show that the dis-

ruption can be suppressed, when a rotational transform ?h exceeds about

0.11 "o 0.14.

Our concern is to study the disruptive instability as shown in the

PART I in current carrying stellarators. By use of the ordering consistent
(4)

with the stellarator expansion , reduced MHD equations similar to the

tokamak case can be derived in stellarators . The equations are

written by

•r— AiU = (Bnz + Vf x z)-V"'Aj_A) (1)
dt •"• u

3A * - dr
— = (Bnz + V (i x z) -VU + nAj_A (2)3t u T

in low g plasmas, whore U is a stream function and ip is a magnetic flux

function including external stellarator fields, IJJ = A + I(JS. We consider

two effects through \jis; one is the rotational transform produced by the

stellarator field and the other is a helical perturbation corresponding

to the stellarator field. I.-> the numerical code to study the W VII-A

Stellarator case, we include m = 2/n = 5, m = 2 + 2/n = 1 + 5 and m = 3 +

2/ n = 2 ± 5 to study the latter effect.

As a current profile, we chose that given by Waddel et al. and

added Z h = 0.11. In this case, q(0) = 1.36 and q (a) = 3. The 21

fourier modes and 101 radial mesh are used in this simulation. Figure

5 shows magnetic surfaces only with very small perturbations of m = 2/n =

1 and m = 3/n = 2. Figure 6 shows magnetic surfaces after the overlapping

of the magnetic islands due to the m = 2/n = 1 and m = 3/n = 2 tearing

mode begins.
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Here the structure of the m = 2/n = 1 magnetic island can be seen; however,

the m = 3/n = 2 magnetic islands is distroyed. Figure 7 shows the current

profile when the overlapping begins. The current profile deforms and spikes

developes. In order to study the stochastic behavior of magnetic field lines,

we calculated K-S entropy as shown in Fig. 8. Figure 8(a) and 3(c) show

that ordered behavior of magnetic field lines is seen for 0.7 5 r/a i 0.85.

Stochastic behavior is expected for 0.45 < r/a J 0.7 and 0.9 S r/a < 1.0.

This means that hot plasmas can move to the edge region only by following

magnetic field lines, although the m = 2/n = 1 magnetic island is not destroyed

completely.

In this calculation, it is seen that the additional helical modes

m = 2 + 2/n = 1 ± 5 and m = 3 ± 2/n = 2 + 5 enhance the growth of magnetic

islands. Our preliminary calculations show that the stellarator field of

1 ̂  ~ 0.1 can not always suppress the current disruption.
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We first discuss the stochastic motion of charged particles

in the presence of a large-amplitude radio-frequency wave. It is

shown that, in a magnetized plasma, a monochromatic wave causes

the stochastic motion of resonant particles, if the wave amplitude

exceeds a certain threshold. In order to describe the temporal

evolution of the velocity distribution in the stochastic regime,

we approximate the motion of a particle by the inhomogeneous

standard mapping and study the statistical nature of the mapping.

High power RF heating of a pl?sma requires application of a

large-amplitude wave which interacts with resonant particles and

strongly modifies the resonant part of a velocity distribution

function. Since the Coulomb collision in a high temperature

plasma is infrequent, the stochasticity due to the nonlinear

wave-particle interaction becomes one of the important mechanisms

of relaxation of the modified velocity distribution or thermaliza-

tion of the absorbed energy.
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We consider the motion of a charged particle subject to

electrostatic waves. The Hamiltonian of a test particle takes

the form,

1 2 N

H(x,p,t) = ^ p + I q(pncos(knx-wnt + 0/n) . (1)

In the case of a monochromatic wave (N = l ) , the motion is inte-

grable and the resonant particles in the island of the phase

space are trapped by the wave potential trough. On the other

hand, the motion in the multi-wave case (N > 1) ' is not integrable

and an appreciable number of the particles begin to wonder in a

part of the phase space, when the wave amplitude exceeds a

certain threshold. The overlapping condition of the adjacent

islands proposed by Chirikov is well known as a rough criterion

for the onset of the stochastic motion.

In a magnetized plasma, a monochromatic wave leads to the

stochastic motion, because the particle feels a lot of modes with

different frequencies Doppler-shifted by the multiples of the

cyclotron frequency. The case of the oblique propagation

(kn'V'k^) has been analysed in Ref. 3 and the perpendicular propa-

gation (kjL^O) has been studied in Ref. 4 and 5.

In order to describe the temporal evolution of the velocity

distribution during the RF heating in a magnetized plasma, the

continuous motion has been usually approximated by the nonlinear

mapping at the instance of the successive resonances between the

particle and the wave. ' In a local limit, such a nonlinear

mapping in a periodic system can be reduced to the standard
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2)
mapping (or the Chirikov-Taylor model),

XT+1 = XT + VT '

VT+1 = V T
 + E S i n XT+1 •

(2)

the statistical nature of which has been extensively studied.

In most of the physical systems, however, the amplitude E

of the acceleration depends on the velocity v. The generalized

form of the standard mapping becomes

XT+1 = XT + VT + E ' ( V COSXT+1 '

VT+1 = VT + E ( V sinXT+l '

(3)

where the prime denotes the derivative with respect to vT. This

inhomogeneous standard mapping is area-preserving and an implicit

function of X T + 1- We consider the simplest case,

E(V T) = EQ(1 + H V T ) , (4)

for small n. The analytical study shows that the friction

coefficient R and the diffusion coefficient D up to the first

order of H is given by

<V-V > KE 2

R = — = [1- (2J-(e) +EJl(e)]
T 2 z z

(5)

< (v - <v>) > e
D = = —[1-2J (E)]

2T 4
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for e » 1 and T » 1. These coefficients satisfy the relation

R=SD/8v 0 which suggests the uniformity of the stationary velocity

distribution.

The numerical results confirm the analytical prediction as

-2 —4 —2 —4
long as T_<H e holds. If T exceeds K e , the coefficients

2 2
approach to the quasilinear values, R-r = K E /2 and D =e /4.

Qij WL

This is due to the change of the aocelcucion amplitude which the

particle feels as it diffuses in the velocity space. The accel-

erator modes ' seems to be surpressed by the inhomogeneity.

Further study on the temporal behavior is in progress.
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Abstract: By numerical integration of the equation of single

particle motion, the basic features of the actual nonadiabatic

escape of particles are studied. The results are compared with

the predictions of two existing theoretical models: "diffusion"

model derived by B. V. Chirikov and "tunneling" model introduced

by R. K. Varma.

In a strong magnetic field, a charged particle gyrates around

a line of magnetic field, and simultaneously drifts across and

over the magnetic surface. We restrict ourselves to the case of

axially-symmetric and constant magnetic field, then the drift

motion occurs around the axis of symmetry and can be removed.

When a magnetic field slowly (adiabatically) varies during the

gyration motion of a particle, the magnetic moment, defined by p =

v£/2fl, is approximately constant, where Vj_ is the velocity com-

ponent perpendicular to the magnetic field S , fi = |S| is the

gyration frequency of the particle and we set the mass and the

charge as unity for simplicity. Because the magnetic moment vec-

tor is directed opposite to B and its strength y is an adiabatic

invariant, a particle in a non-uniform magnetic field is pushed

along a magnetic line into the area of weak field. A magnetic

mirror whose field strength has minimum in the mirror is a plasma

confinement scheme which utilizes the nature of this adiabatic

invariance of particle magnetic moment.

Let us consider a single charged-particle motion in an axi-

symmetric magnetic mirror without electric field. The Hamiltonian

is written in the cylindrical coordinates (r, 9, z) as follows:

H(pz, p r, z, r) = | {pz
2 + p r

2 + [^ - A e(z, r)]
2}, (1)

where p 0 is the angular momentum which is constant, and Ag is the

vector potential which produces a magnetic mirror whose field

strength has minimum, fl . , at z = 0 and maximum, fi_o,_, at z =
min iiiciA

+L/2 along the field line.
If the adiabatic approximation is valid, the particle that
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has initially a magnetic moment y larger than the critical value

Pc - E / n
m a x can be trapped and bounces with the bounce frequency,

OJ^, in the mirror, where E is the particle energy which is a con-

stant of motion. This feature can be seen from the expression:

H = v*/2 + yft = E. The condition of y > y is equivalent to that

of tyQ < TpQ where IJJ is the pitch angle in the velocity space being

defined by \j> s: sin" (vx/v) , and \fi and \p are the initial and the

critical values, respectively.

In actual situations, however, the magnetic moment y is not a

strictly constant during the particle motion, because the ratio of

the gyration period to the bouncing period is finite, that is, the

magnetic field strength varies during the gyration period. Then

the particle that adiabatically trapped in the mirror, i.e. y >

y can escape from the mirror when the moment y becomes less than

the critical value y due to its nonadiabatic change.

There exist two theoretical models which describe the non-

adiabatic escape. One is a diffusion model in y-space derived by

B. V. Chirikov. This theory makes use of the fact that the

magnetic moment rapidly changes by an amount Ay = £sin<j> everytime

the particle crosses the median plane of the mirror, where <J> is the

gyrophase of the particle at the median plane and £ is a function

of y . From this fact Chirikov uses a standard mapping in (y, <|>)

at median plane of the mirror. This mapping is linearized with

respect to y and is characterized by only one parameter, the so-

called stability parameter, S. When S is less than unity, there

is only bounded oscillation of y around each resonance value which

is evaluated by the resonance between the gyration oscillation and

the bouncing oscillation of the particle. If S is much larger

than unity, there occur resonance overlaps and stochastic changes

of y . The diffusion in y-space can be observed by use of the

standard mapping in the case of S >> 1. When y decreases to a

value less than the critical value y , the particle escapes from

the mirror.

The other theoretical model is based on the ensemble view
2")

point introduced by R. K. Varma. ' According to this theory, the

probability density, F(x, t), at the coordinate x parallel to the

magnetic field and at the time t is expressed as a sum of the con-

tribution of a set of wave functions ^n(x> t) which are distin-

guished by the ensemble mode number n, F(x, t) = T l*n(x, t)| .
n=l
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Each of the wavefunctions obeys a one-dimensional (along x)

Schrodinger-like equation where the role of fi is replaced by u /n

with initial magnetic moment u . This model describes the non-

adiabatic escape as the escape due to "tunneling-like effect",

and predicts that the lifetime of adiabatically trapped particles

in a magnetic mirror with given energy and given magnetic moment

U is approximately determined by the inverse of the product of

the number of hit on the both walls per unit time, OJ./IT, and the

transmission rate. If the WKB approximation can be used for the

calculation of the transmission rate, the lifetime of the n-th

ensemble mode becomes

b? b
T_ = £- exp(n ±- J /2[M fi(x)-E]dx} , (2)

b o a
where the integral takes place over the region of the potential

barrier, u Q{x) > E, from one zero of the integrand(at x = a) to

the other (at x = b). The argument of the exponential is pro-

portional to n/e where e = Lfi /v, JJ is the typical gyrofre-

quency, so there exist multiple lifetimes.

Numerical Calculation The purpose of the present work is to

examine the basic features of the actual nonadiabatic escape of

the particles by a numerical calculation, and to compare the

results with the predictions of these two existing theories.

The basic equations are the single particle equation of

motion,

gf = v , *£ = v * fi (fi = t) . (3)
We numerically integrated these equations by the 6-th order Runge-

Kutta method. Two cases are studied.

Case (A) In this case, we consider particles at various values of

stability parameter S by using a simple magnetic field configura-

tion which is divergence free but not rotation free. It is

expressed as follows:

Si = -ft ?£ a sin(2irz/L), tta = 0 ,r o L 6 ( 4 )

n = R [l-a COS(2ITZ/L)] .

We take the parameter a as 0.2, the corresponding mirror ratio

being R = (l+a)/(l-a) = 1.5. We chose the initial conditions such

that cos \j> = 0.550 < cos * c = 0.577 (yQ > uc) and 500 particles

with the same energy and the same magnetic moment yQ (or the same
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pitch angle 1J1 ) are uniformly distributed on a circle around the

guiding center at r = 0.05L. These are distinguished each

other by their initial gyrophases <f> . Initial z-coordinates are

the same, i.e. z = 0. The energy is varied as e~" E Lfi /v = 4

through 20, the corresponding stability parameter being varied as

S = 1 through 14. The stability parameter has the form

S = 2L_ e-«/c t ( 5 )

E 2

where, in the present case, a £ 2.84 and K = 0.332. The particle

that reaches at z = ±L is considered as escaped. In Fig. 1 the

stability parameter is ploted by the solid curve. The crosses and

the dashed curve denote the survival particles in the mirror after

200 times the gyration period. The crosses are the numerical

values and the dashed curve is the theoretical one which is derived

by the consideration of diffusion in y-space with a constant

diffusion coefficient D = to, £2 tl-l/S) 2/4TT and with the absorbing

boundary at y = y . The number of survival particles is calcula-

ted by this diffusion model with absorbing boundary as '
N (p -y ) 2

N(t) = -2; Y(|, 4 D t
C ) , (6)

x , /iT

where Y(V, X ) (= / tV"'e" dt) is the incomplete gamma function.
o

We can clearly see a threshold of the stability parameter

in order to have a substantial particle loss.

When e is equal to 4, the Stormer radius is greater than

the radial coordinate of the guiding center, therefore no particles

escape. '

Case (B) We found multiple lifetimes in the case of particles

having stability parameter below threshold. The magnetic field,

which is taken to be both divergence free and rotation free, is of

the following form

n r = -QQa sin(2irz/L)I1 (2iTr/L) , fiQ = 0,

- a cos(27rz/L)Io(2wr/L)] ,

where I and li are the modified Bessel functions and we take the

parameter a as 0.2. Cosine of initial pitch angle is larger than

before and is cos* = 0.570 which is still smaller than the

critical one, COSIJJ = 0.577. The initial guiding center coordinate

divided by the mirror length is r /L = 0.177. In this case, all

the particles have nearly the same guiding center and nearly the
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same magnetic moment y which is measured at their guiding center.

The parameter E is taken from 14 to 16.3. The corresponding

stability parameter is from 0.4 to 0.8. Figure 2 shows the number

of survival particles N(t) on logarithmic scale versus time. We

can identify two lifetimes which are defined by the inverse of the

slope. In Fig. 3, the escaping time on the initial gyrophases are

ploted. Figure 3 shows that in some regions of the gyrophase the

dispersion of the escaping time is large, while in other regions

it is small. Figure 4 shows the logarithm of two lifetimes for

each value of e . One can find that the two slopes are nearly

proportional to e in qualitative agreement with the WKB approxi-

mation for the tunneling model of R. K. Vat-ma. The stability

parameter, in this case, is depicted by the solid line in Fig. 4,

so that Chirikov's model predicts only bounded oscillations of the

magnetic moment.

Summary of the Results

1) For particle of pitch angles not very close to the critical

value, substantial nonadiabatic loss occurs when stability para-

meter exceeds a critical value nearly equal to 3.

2) Dependence of the number of remaining particles at given time

on stability parameter is in good agreement with the diffusion

model with absorbing boundary.

3) Even if Chirikov's stability parameter is below unity, particles

of pitch angle very close to the critical value can escape from the

magnetic mirror by nonadiabatic effects.

4) In this case, multiple lifetimes (at least two) are observed in

accord with Varma's ensemble theory.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Stability parameter (solid curve) and the number of survival

particles N(t = 200 2TT/£2 ) in the mirror (crosses: numerical

results, dashed curve: diffusion model with absorbing boundary)
- I

versus e
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Fig. 2 The number of survival particles in the mirror in

logarithmic scale versus time for £ = 14.4.

Fig. 3 Dependence of the escaping time of each particle on the

initial gyrophase <(> .

Fig. 4 Lifetimes T for each e
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I. Motivation

A Hamiltonian approach to plasma dynamics has numerous advantages

over equivalent formulations which ignore the underlying Hamiltonian

structure. In addition to achieving a deeper understanding of processes,

Hamiltonian methods yield concise expressions (such as the Kubo form for

linear susceptibility), greatly shorten the length of calculations,

expose relationships (such as between the ponderomotive Hamiltonian and

the linear susceptibility), determine invariants in terms of symmetry

operations, and cover situations of great generality. In addition,

they yield the Poincare invariants, in particular Liouville volume and

adiabatic actions.

II. Myth: canonical variables

The belief is prevalent, fostered by textbooks, that Hamiltonian

methods require the use of canonTcally conjugate pairs of dynamical

variables (q., p.)» whose Poisson brackets (PB) are either unity or
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zero. There is still the freedom to make canonical transformations to

new variables (q, p •* Q, P), while preserving the PB relations,

This myth has two great difficulties: in the first place, canonical

variables are often not known, as in the case of the Vlasov field.

Secondly, even when they are know, they may be unphysical, such as

canonical momentum, which is not gauge-invariant.

III. Reality: Poisson structure [1]

Let g(z) be an observable, expressed as a function on phase space,

with an arbitrary coordinate system. The PB of two observables g , g is
1 2

given by the expression

{g , g } = (ag /3zv)Og /3zv)Jpv(z), (1)
1 2 1 2

where the antisymmetric tensor Jpv need not be constant, but must be

such that the Jacobi condition:

. g }. 9 } + cyclic permutations = 0 (2)

is satisfied. This creates a Poisson structure; examples will be shown

below. If one knows the relation between (physical) noncanonical

variables z and (unphysical) canonical variables z, J can be obtained by

elementary tensor analysis:

8za)3 Xa, (3)
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where the elements of J are zero or unity.

The evolution in time of an observable g is then given by

g = {g, H} , (4)

in terms of the PB (1) and a Hamiltonian H(z). These are the only

elements needed for a Hamiltonian theory.

IV. Guiding-Center Representation

Although the guiding-center description of particle motion is

conventionally an asymptotic theory, in the small parameter e ~

gyrorarius/scale length, the remarkable Poisson structure found by

Littlejohn is exact. [2] The six coordinates of phase space are J*

(guiding-center position in three-dimensional physical space), P(guiding-

center parallel momentum), y(magnetic moment = gyromentum), and

9 (gyrophase). The latter two are conjugate, while the first four

are noncanonical. The PB is

{g » g } = (8g /9e ag /au - g <->• g )
1 2 1 2 "1 2

- Vg x vg 'b(jy/B*(R)

+ (Vg 9g /3P - g ++ g )-B*(R)/B*(R). (5)
1 2 1 2 ~ ~ ~
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The modified field B* is the curl of the modified potential A* = A + Pb

(for the case £ = 0); b is the unit vector of ji, and B* = b-B*.

Observables (such as particle velocity) and the Hamiltonian are

expressed as series in e; for the latter, one has

H = \?2 + pB(R) + 6 ( E 2 ) ,

in the case £ = 0.

Littlejohn presents the general case £ = 0 in his paper. More

recently, he has used the action principle for a Lagrangian approach [3]:

L = p9 + Ji'A* (R, P, t) - <f>*(R, P, u, t),

where

A* = A(R, t) + Pb(R, t) + u^R, t),

<j>* = <j>(R., t) + j P2 + |u|(£, t) + uB(R, t),

Uj = £ x b/B.

The Euler-Lagrange equations yield the concise form

b(b«RT = £* + IR * B* , (6)

with
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E* = - v** - 8A*/3t,

j5* = V x A*.

The guiding-center variables are by no means limited in their

utility to adiabatic conditions. In the presence of a small-amplitude

electromagnetic wave of high frequency and short wave length [4J:

A(x, t) = A (x) + 6A(x, t), (7)
—o —

6A_(x., t) = A(x.) exp i[iji(x.) - u>t] + c.c,

One uses A to define the variables. With the Hamiltonian perturbation
o

6H(z, t) = - jd3 x i(x|z).6A(x. t), (8)

one uses Kubo response theory to express the two-point susceptibility

.x, x'; u) in terms of the PB of j.(xjz), and the unperturbed distribution

S , • % S v - ' T / , % Air . ifa)T

x U . x. ; o>) = - z I 6(x_ - x.1) - -r dr e

<U(x|zt), i(x'|zt_T)}>, (9)

fs(z):

where
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= jd6z

Knowing x, one uses the x-K theorem [5] to obtain the ponderomotive

Hamiltonian of the oscillation center:

K (z) = - [6/6fs(z)J//d
3xd3x' E*(x)-X'(x, x'; to) E(x')/4n, (10)

MR, P, p) =

D£ =

R) - k.(^)*A(£» P»

= |[Pb + («j/kj.)kj.+ (ainn/kjb x k

by differentiating K with respect to J3, P, p, one obtains the ponder-
2

omotive drift and force, the wave-induced oscillation-center velocity, and

the gyrofrequency shift. The Lie transform used here also yields the

wave-induced increment to the gyromomentum, which is still an adiabatic

invariant.

V. Vlasov Field Theory

In the Coulomb model for a Vlasov system, the dynamical variable is
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the Vlasov distribution f(z). The Hamiltonian functional is evidently

H(f) = /d6z Hi(z)f(z) + l//d
6z d V H2(z, z

1) f(z)f(z'), (12)

suppressing species summation. The PB can be found by sophisticated

mathematics [6], inspired guess [7J, or heuristic methods [8]. On

observable functionals a(f), the PB is

[a , a ] = JdGz f(z) {<Sa /6f, 6a /6f} . (13)
1 2 ' J 2

The evolution of f is thus

f = [f, H]

= - (f. H v} 5

where H is the usual Vlasov Hamiltonian:

Hv(z) = M z ) + /d6z' Hjz, z')f(z'). (14)

The coupling of f(z) to the Maxwell field Eix), B(x) appears in the

PB, not in the Hamiltonian:

H(f, E, B) = /d6z \ mv2f(z) + /d3z(E2 + B2)/8vr. (i5)

On functionals a(f, E, B), the PB [a , a ] consists of three terms:

the first is (13) above, the second is the standard PB of electromagnetic

field theory:
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/d3x (fia /6E • vx 6a /6B - a t-+ a ).
i ~ 2 ~ i 2

while the third provides the coupling:

(e/m)/d6z (8f/8v).(6a /6E(r) 6a /6f(z) - a •+-* a ).
~ 1 2 1 2

The evolution equations for f, E, iB yield the Vlasov-Maxwell system.

In contrast to the guiding-center representation, where useful

results have already been obtained, the field theory has not yet been

applied to practical problems.
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Observable chaos and variational principle

for one-dimensional maps

Y.Takahashi

Dept.Math. Coll.Gen.Educ.

Univ. of Tokyo

0. Introduction

One-dimensional maps serve as simplest, completely controllable

examples for rigorous treatment of chaotic systems and are believed

typical. For instance, they show

stationary—>. periodic—» quasi-periodic—^ cnaotic

transition. The topological features of 1-dim maps are well

investigated but are not satisfactory. The phenomenon called window

by R.May indicates that a topologically chaotic system is not

necessarily observed as chaotic system by numerical experiments.

Furthermore, the topological study is not so adequate (although

powerfull) for complicated dynamical systems because it is too

difficult to pursue all individual orbits in chaotic motions. The

situation is very similar.to that of molecular dynamics and the

notion of "ensemble", or, equivalent to say, ergodic theory, comes

out.

Let us think of a 1-dim piecewise differentiable map f as

physical system. The ensembles or states are then natural to be

defined as asymptotic measures. A probability measure is called

asymptotic measure if it is the common time average over f-orbits

for almost all initial data in some open set. We shall say that

f shows observable chaos if it has an asymptotic measure with

positive Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy. Thus, window phenomenon appears

when f does not show observable chaos in a topologically chaotic

region.

Our conclusion is, roughly to say, as follows: the observability

of chaos and the structure of chaos are described by a quantity P(f)

and a function Df(t), which are the analogue of the thermodynamical

limit and the generating fuction of partition functions (temperature

being fixed), respectively.
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I. Summary on the results on the topological structure

A. Any piecewise continuous nap f of interval J is a "Markov"

map of undefinitely finite type. (It is realized by a shift with

orbit basis.)

B. Per(J,f) determines the topolcgical structure of f. In

particular, unimodal continuous maps are characterized by general-

ized Sarkovskii order and number-theorstic maps are by other orders

(e.g., 2t-3»-...t-l for beta.transformations).

C. f is called to show formal chaos if fpl, n £ P I O Z. , i=l,2,

for some p and some disjoint subintervals I.,I_. The following

three are mutually equivalent:

(a) formal chaos (b) topological entropy /> 0

(c) existence of a periodic orbit of period f 2 , m=0,l,...

D. f is called to show window phenomenon if it shows formal

chaos and almost all points are attracted by a periodic orbit(=

an attracter with zero entropy).

E. f is called to show island phenomenon if it shows formal

chaos but no window phenomenon and if there are several subintervals

which form an attractor for almost every initial data.

II. Gibbsian measures and variational principle

equilibrium CSM of ^ Anosov(hyperbolic) expanding

1-dim lattice systems ~ dynamical systems 1-dim maps

equilibrium state = absolutely continuous

(Gibbs ensemble) invariant measure (if any)

potential U = logff'j + const.c

mean entropy = Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy

thermodynamical limit

(pressure) p ( 0 ) = const.c

(The correspondence above is for expanding 1-dim maps.)
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Ill, Artin-Mazur(-Ruelle) zeta function

Df(t) = 1/ £,(t) = exp[ -"^7 |-

Qn(f) = 2 _ i l/l(fn) •(x)S , P=0 <?=1).
3:: f X=x

A. Df (t) with ^ = 0 determines the topological structure of f:e.g.

top. entropy = -log minimal nonnegative zero of Df(t)

IV. Free energy of map f and variational principle

P(f) = lim ^ log Qn(f) with f,=l.

A. P(f)> 0 iff there is an attracting periodic point x: f x=x,
\(fn)

B. P(f) = 0 if there is an absolutely continuous measure (i.e.,

a measure of the form ^(x)dx with integrable function y(x).) ,

C. P(f) 0 can be observed when f has a Cantor attractor.

D. Under a technical assumption ( ess inf |f'(>0),

P(f) = sup'YhjJ,(f) - jlog\f'\dK ; y> being f-invariant

V. D.(t) as Fredholm determinant

A. Perron-Frobenius operator

yfef 1K

describes the evolution of integrable functions ftx) under iterates

of f. In particular, the solution of £-'f=<f gives an inva. lant

measure ^(x)dx for f. Note: XL on L is of norm 1.

B. "det (I-t2l) "= D,(t) can be -justified in a certain " sense.

C. The minimal nonnegative zero of D,(t) = exp[-P(f)].

D. Let P(f)=0. Then t=l is a zero of Df(t) and the multiplici-

ty corresponds to the number of absolutely continuous invariant

measures. The number of zeros on the circle t =1 corresponds to

the number of cyclic components of invariant measures.

E. Let P(f).> 0. Then, t= exp[-P(f)] < 1 is a zero and there

are no absolutely continuous measures Which are f-invariant.
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External Disturbance to Chaos

N.Sa.ito, A.Ichimur^, K.Takahashi, T.Karatsu and H.Hirooka*

Department of Applied Physics, Waseda University,

Okubo , Tokyo 160

"^Faculty of General Education, Hosei University, Fujimicho,.

Tokyo 102

5 1. Introduction

An external force is sometimes applied to a therraodynamical

system to see its response to this system. Thermodynamical

system are always in chaos from the dynamical point of view.

Thus we have a problem how a system in chaos behaves under

an external disturbance. In the present report we shall give

some preliminary results on classical and quantum mechanical

systems.

The system we consider is Henon-Heiles system with

hamiltonian

H = H o + H i

HQ = !( p« + u^q* > + 1( Pf + «2q|) + af qfq2

H.. = q2 ^2

H1 is the external perturbation. In classical calculations

we adopt a sinusoidal perturbation BqpSinwt , but in quantum

mechanical calculations we simply replace it as a constant

term
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§ 2. .TJassioal systems

The unperturbed hamiltonians give rise to orbits of either

quasi-regular or irregular (chaotic) behaviors. The power spectra

of the orbit are calculated from the data of orbit in 0 < t < T .

It is expected that the power spectrum converges to a definite

one as far as T is taken long enough. In the regular region

T ^ 4.00 is sufficient to obtain the definite power spectra,

but in the chaotic region T ^ 2000 is still insufficient,

because small scale changes corresponding to long time effect

still exist, but we adopt this interval in the following in

the state of chaos. It is found that in the quasi-regular

region the power spectrum is composed of sharp lines of 6 -

function type (Fig.1(a))f while in the chaotic region the

spectrum is broad (Fig.2(a)). When an external perturbation

is imposed in the quasi-regular region, and as far as it is

small, the orbit remains in the regular region and therefore

the spectrum is sharp (Fig.i(b)). But if the external force

becomes larger, the orbit escapes to the irregular region

where the spectrum is broad (Fig.1(c)). When an external

perturbation is imposed in the chaotic region, the shape of

the broad spectrum itself changes (Fig.2(b)). But it is

difficult to estimate their differences.

Consequently we calculate the Lyapunov numbers of the

orbit with or without external perturbations. Since our

system is of two degrees of freedom, four Lyapunov numbers

must be assigned. In the regular orbit they are all zero

(0,0,0,0) as expected. In the chaotic regions we have

( X.. ,0,0, - A.. ) , with L > 0 . Fig. 3 shows a process of
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calculating them, indicating A- = 0.130 . The largest Lyapunov

numbers A. are shown in Fig.4- against 3 • In the present

numerical calculations, A- varies irregularly with the change

of 6 for orbits with same initial condition. This implies

that A is not an analytic function of B .

§ 3. Quantum systems

The chaos of quantum systems can be represented by various

ways: irregularity of nodal lines, distribution of the level

spacing, irregular but non-crossing energy levels by changing

one of the relevant parameters. We propose here a new represen-

tation of chaos. Fig.5 shows the energy levels of H-H system

with OJ- = ojo = e = 1 , a: = 0.088 , plotted against the level

numbers, indicating that the degenerate levels are splitted

in the presense of nonlinear terms. As one sees, the splitting

becomes irregular as the levels become higher. Fig.6 shows

the level spacings. This clearly reveals that the level

spacing becomes irregular at the energies higher than the

critical energy E , which is assigned as the energy wherec

the chaotic region appears. There exist some irregularities

below E , and this may be attributed as the irregular orbit

immensed in the regular KAM torus.

If the perturbation H.. = 3q., is added, the energy levels

change slightly. Thus we calculate the second difference of

each energy level;

An = E n ( B ) " 2 E
n
( 0 ) + E

n
( - 6 ) ( 2 )

where E (3) is the energy of n th level in the presence of

3q5 . We found that In some of the energy levels A2 are
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extraordinary large of the order 1 0 ~ \ as shown in Fig.7 .

Usually if the perturbation treatment is allowed, A2 is of

the order B2. Since we take 3 = 0.001, we have A2 -v 10"6 .

In Fig.7, A2 of the order of this value is almost on the

abscissa. Figure 7 implies that some of the energy levels

indicated by crosses % in Fig.5 do not obey the

perturbation treatment. The levels with X lie mostly on the

border of the band of the splitting of the levels at E < E
c

and they are distributed randomly above E . This may be

interpreted as follows. When a small perturbation is applied,

the levels on a KAM band still lie on it. Thus their energy

changes obey the perturbation treatment. But the levels at

the border of the splitted band may stay on the KAM band, but

be easy to escape from it on applying the external perturbation.

Furthermore some of the levels may already be out of the KAM

tori. Thus they are unstable to the disturbance and are

subjected to a big change compared with the stable orbit. If

the quantized orbit is in the region E > E from the outset,
c

most levels will show big changes that can not be given by the

perturbation treatment. This phenomenon mentioned above is

similar to the change of A2(a) observed by Pomphrey by

changing the parameter a in Eq.(i), which can also be

interpreted by the same argument. It was also confirmed that

the energy levels with big change by small Aa are same as

the levels which give big A2 by small 3.

§ 4. Discussion

We have shown above from classical and quantum mechanical

calculations that the perturbation treatment in chaos cannot
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be permitted in the state of chaos. Usually the linear response

theory discusses the perturbation of the density matrix

under the external force. The density matrix obeys the

dynamical equation. Therefore some further discussions seem

necessary to justify the treatment. In effect the linear

response theory derives isolated susceptibility instead of

adiahatic susceptibility. This descrepancy can be remedied

by additional considerations such as renormalization or

coarse graining.
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Figure captions

Fig.1.Power spectra in quasi-regular region for system

u1 = 1 , to2 = 3, a = 1//2 , £ = 2.

(a) Without external force

(b) In the presence of a periodic external force

(c) In the presence of a periodic external force , in

the case which the orbit escapes from regular region

Fig.2. Power spectra in a chaotic region

(a) Without external force

(b) In the presence of a periodic external force

Fig.3. Process of determining Lyapunov numbers

e1 = X1

C n — A-1 ' Art ~> A Q

e. = A., + A o + A, + A. = 04 I *- -5 4

This case lead A1 = - A. = 0.130, A 2 = A, = 0

Fig.41. Lyapunov numbers vs. 8

Fig.5. Energy levels of H-H system, co.. = u)2 = £ = 1 > a = 0.088

0 = 0

Fig.6. Level spacing of H-H system in Fig.5

Fig.7. A 2 vs. n
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Evolution of Chaos and Power Spectra

in One-Dimensional Maps

Hazime MORI

Department of Physics
Kyushu University 33
Fukuoka 812, Japan

Low-dimensional maps have turned out to be useful for

discovering and understanding new properties of dynamical systems.

Outstanding examples are the Bernoulli shifts [1] and the g

transformations [2] in ergodic theory and the Lorenz map [3]

and the quadratic model for the onset of fluid turbulence [4].

In fact these discrete processes have led us not only to a deeper

understanding of chaotic orbits in terms of the topological

entropy â .d the Lyapunov exponent, but also to the discovery of

a band-splitting transition [5] and a dynamic scaling law near a

chaotic transition point [4,6].

The structure of chaos can be described by the power spectrum

i.e., the Fourier-Laplace transform of the time-correlat ion

function of nonperiodic orbits [7]. In this talk, we discussed

how chaos evolves and the power spectrum changes as the excitation

parameter is increased, taking two one-dimensional maps which

display the transition from non-chaotic to chaotic states. In

particular we are interested in an ordered motion in chaos which

is represented by a sharp peak of the power spectrum.

Chaos is exhibited by nonperiodic orbits, but its structure

can be characterized by periodic orbits which exist densely

among nonperiodic orbits. U'e take this point-of-vi eu .
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One is the tent transformation f(x)=2hx, (0.<x< 1/2),

-2hx + 2h, (1/2 < x^ 1) with 0 < h < l , whose periodic orbits obey

Sharkovsky's orderirg [8]. Then above and near the critical

point h=l//2 of band splitting the power spectrum is shown to

be determined by a critical mode with frequency IT which exhibits

the critical slowing-down. The other is the & transformation

f(x)=2bx, ( 0 ^ x < l / 2 ) , 2hx-h, (l/2<x< 1 ) , whose periodic orbits

obey Takahashi's ordering [2]. Then above and near the critical

point li=l/2 the power spectrum turns out to have a sharp peak

whose frequency and width exhibit the critical softening and

s]owing-down, obeying a scaling law.

Thus it turns out that

1) Chaos evolves by the successive excitation of a sequence of

periodic orbits; e.g., Takahashi's sequence for the 3 transforma-

tion and Sharkovsky's sequence for the tent transformation.

2) A dynamic similarity law holds for the power spectrum P(u>)

near a critical point. Its mechanism is that, in the $ trans-

formation, the neighborhood of the minimal periodic orbit of

the least period dominates near h=l/2, while, in the tent trans-

formation, the critical mede of the band splitting dominates

near h=l//2. These differ from Fcigenbaun's scaling [4] which

results from the similarity of map directly. In the tent trans-

formation, Feigenbaum's type scaling [6] holds near h=l/2 with 6=2.

This work was done with T. Yoshida, II. Okamoto, II. Shigcmatsu, and T. Osc.
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Multiple Bifurcations

John Guckenheimer

University of California, Santa Cruz

One can use several approaches in attempts to understand the

complicated dynamics of a physical system such as fluid flow. Among

these are experimental observations, analytic studies of the differential

equations of motion, numerical simulations and solutions of the equations,

and predictions based upon the generic bahavior of dynamical systems.

The last approach i.as been a suprisingly effective tool for understanding

instabilities in fluid systems before the onset of chaotic motion. It

does not help very much in illuminating the physical mechanisms which

underlie the instabilities which are observed. We shall discuss here one

approach to understanding highly nonlinear dynamical behavior in a region

that is analytically accessible from the equations of motion in several

examples.

If the equations of motion of a system are written in the form

x = f(x, y) where x belongs to a suitable phase space (perhaps infinite

dimensional) and u is a multi-dimensional parameter involved in the

system, then equilibrium solutions of the equations are obtained by

solving f(x, u) = 0. The equilibrium is nondegenerate if the Jacobian

derivative Df(x, y) has a spectrum which is bounded away from the imaginary
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axis in the complex plane. If there are zero or pure imaginary eigenvalues

of Df(x , p ), then p is a bifurcation value of the parameters. We say
0 0 0

that a multiple bifurcation occurs if there is more than a single pair of

pure imaginary eigenvalues or more than a single zero eigenvalue of

Df(x , p ).
0 0

The idea which we exploit is that near points (x , p ) of multiple
0 0

bifurcation, there are certain nonlinear terms in the Taylor expansion

of f about (x , p ) which determine many of the dynamical features of
0 0

systems which are close to f. Thus the calculation of the first few

nonlinear terms in this power series expansion can yield information about

small amplitude, but highly nonlinear dynamics of the system. This

information includes the existence of transversal homoclinic (chaotic)

solutions for the system.

We briefly outline the technique which is used to analyze these

systems. The first step uses a technical result, the Center Manifold

Theorem. Roughly stated, the center manifold theorem says that if the

spactrum of Df(x , p ) at a point of bifurcation has a k-dimensional
0 0

invariant subspace with pure imaginary and zero eigenvalues, and if

there is complementary subspace on which the spectrum is in the left

half plane bounded away from the imaginary axis, then the study of the

dynamics near (x , v ) can be reduced to systems with a k-dimensional
0 0

phase space. There is an invariant k-dimensional surface for the flew,

called the center maniford, towards which all other solutions are drawn

an exponential rate. The application of this theorem requires that

the equations of motion satisfy technical hypotheses summarized by

saying that one has a smooth semiflow on a Banach space. Formulating
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such systems as the Navier-Stokes equations in these terms is possible,

but difficult.

Once one has used the center manifold theorem to reduce the system

to a finite dimensional one, the techniques of dynamical systems and

singularity theories can be used to explore the generic behavior of

perturbations of the given system at its point of multiple bifurcation.

One can attempt to find special families, called universe! unfoldings,

which enbody all of the qualitative dynamics to be found in perturbations.

Unfortunately, this attempt fails if one uses reasonable definitions for

the qualitative equivalence of two systems. The best that one can hope

for is that there are unfoldings which are universal with respect to some

of the dynamical features of the problem but ignore other details.

The strategy for finding these universal unfoldings begins with an

attempt to simplify the expression of the equations of motion as much as

possible at the point of multiple bifurcation. One introduces nonlinear

changes of coordinates in the phase space so that the resulting system

has as few non zero terms of each degree in the Taylor expansion as

possible. The system of equations that results from this process is called

the normal form for the bifurcation. The calculations which produce the

normal forms are primarily linear in character. One then embeds the

normal form in a family that satisfies certain transversality conditions.

The next step is an analysis of the normal form families. At this

stage one must actually solve highly nonlinear systems of differential

equations, but a much smaller and analytically simpler set than those

generated from the original problems. In all cases in which there is a

double degeneracy (a two dimensional eigenspace for zero, two pairs of
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pure imaginary eigenvalues • th irrational ratio, and one zero plus one

pair of pure imaginary eigenvalues), this analysis has been done completely.

The dynamics and bifurcations of the normal forms has been catalogued in

these cases. In solving these problems one checks whether the dynamics

are structurally stable, so that small changes in the system of equations

will not affect the qualitative features of the dynamics which have been

described. In some of the cases, subtle features of the dynamics cannot

be captured at all from the Taylor series of the normal forms.

Classical asymptotic expansions can be used to apply this theory

of multiple bifurcations to certain physical examples with infinite degrees

of freedom. In practice the first difficult step in the calculation is

solving the linearized equations at an equilibrium and finding parameter

values for which the spectral conditions of the center manifold theorem

are satisfied. The remainder of the calculations can be carried out

completely provided that only a finite number of the stable modes contribute

to determining the center manifold to the order required for the normal

form computations. This will be the case when the solutions of the

linearized problem are expressed as trigonometric functions and the

nonl inearities of the equations are polynomial in character. Three

problems which have been solved in these terms follow:

(1) The Brusselator reaction-diffusion equations express the

dynamics of a distributed chemically reacting mixture along a thin tube.

The two chemical species are X, Y with the spatial coordinate along the

tube being £. The equations are
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I T = D | 4 + X 2Y - (B + i)x + A
dt i at

|£ = D 1^- - X2Y + BX .
dt 2 3£

The system parameters are diffusion constants D , D and A B representing
1 2 1

the fixed concentrations of other chemical species. We use boundary

conditions X(o) = X(ir) = A and Y(o) = Y(TT) = B/A. The most complicated

degeneracy at the uniform solution has two zero eigenvalues and one pair

of pure imaginary eigenvalues. Applying our theory to doubly degenerate

equilibria with a zero and pure imaginary eigenvalues, we argue that the

Brusselator equation has chaotic solutions in certain parameter regions.

(2) The Rayleigh-Benard problem involves convection of a fluid in a

layer heated from below. The equations of motion are Navier-Stokes and

continuity equations for the fluid and the heat equation. With the

Boussinesq approximation, the equations for the velocity and temperature

fields u and T are

P (IT- + u-Vu) = - Vp1 - ap (T - T )g + p vV2u
o oZ o o o

V-u = 0

°L + U-VT = KV2T

with p the density, p' the perturbation pressure, g the gravitational

0

vector, v the kinetic viscosity, and K the thermal conductivity. In

Knobloch and Guckenheimer (1981) we consider the problem for two
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dimensional convective motion and the simplest boundary conditions; field

temperature at top and bottom, no sideways heat flux, and no tangential

viscous stresses. The system parameters are R = '̂ ' , the Rayltigh

number with a cell of height h and temperature difference A T , the horizontal

length L of the cell, and the Praud I number o = v/V. For fixed o, there

are critical values of (R, L) for which a double degeneracy occurs and

two modes with wave number k and k + 1 become marginally stable at the

same time. Depending on (o, k) in this problem, the effect of the non-

linear interaction of the two marginally stable modes can be calculated.

Of physical interest is the occurrence of stable solutions which are

approximated by the linear superposition of solutions which have wave

numbers k and k + 1.

(3) Double diffusive convection involves convective fluid motion in

which there are two physical quantities that affect the fluid density.

Convection in salt water is a typical example. This problem has Rayleigh

numbers (Rs> R-) for salt and temperature. For a certain critical value

of these Rayleigh numbers, one has a double degeneracy with two zero

eigenvalues. (One requires here different diffusion constants for the

two quantities.) The dynamics associated with this transition to

"overstability" are given by the multiple bifurcation theory. When the

second diffusing quantity is magnetic field in an electrically conducting

fluid, there is a richer variety of nonlinear behavior near this multiple

bifurcation than is the case with thermohaline convection.
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Transition to Turbulence

in the Taylor-Covette and Rayleigh-Benard System

Hideo YAHATA

Faculty of Science, Hiroshima University, Hiroshima 730

There have recently been considerable interests in the Taylor-Covette

flow between two concentric cylinders and the Rayleigh-Benard convection

between two horizontal parallel plates. ' In each of these systems, with

the increase of the rotating velocity of the inner cylinder or the

vertical thermal gradient, the steady laminar flow turns into turbulence

after a few successive transitions, each giving rise to periodic or quasi-

periodic regular fluid motions. Many research groups have recently made

precise measurements on these fluid velocity and temperature, and have

provided us with detailed information on dynamical and statistical behavior

of the fluid motions appearing between these laminar and turbulent states.

So it is an interesting problem for the present to make model calculations

for these systems on the basis of the Navier-Stokes equations. In

particular, owing to recent progress in the theory of dynamical systems,

we have some confidence in the possibility of describing these weak

turbulence phenomena using a truncated finite system of coupled-mode

ordinary differential equations drived from the starting Navier-Stokes

equations.
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The results of our calculations on the Taylor-Couette flow have been

2)
reported elsewhere. ' In this note we give some preliminary results of

our attempts of tNf model calculations on the Rayleigh-Benard convection.

We consider the motion of a fluid confined in a rectangular box heated

from below. The governing equations for the velocity u (u , u , u ) and

temperature e take the following non-dimensional form

, + ii.a.u. = - 3,6p/p + oA.-e + OAU., u=x,y,z),
1 J J 1 1 n 1 1

3.6 + U .3 -6 :: RA .U . + A6,

a.u. = 0 , x = (0,0,1),

J J ~

where the length-scales for length and time are d and d2/<> d is the

vertical height of the box and K is the thermal diffusivity. We denote

the Rayleigh number and the Prandtl number by R and o respectively. On

the surface of the walls no slip boundary conditions are imposed <n the

corresponding velocity components. The horizontal walls are assumed to

be perfectly conducting, while the lateral walls are insulating. We

represent the velocity and temperature fields in the form

y zri xv
2 z

where
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9 =

where the aspect ratios of the box in the x and y directions are denoted

by r and r • The Gaierkin basis functions

the following eigenvalue problems (D=d/dx)

by r and r • The Gaierkin basis functions are defined as solutions of

= " em V

= 0. (4)

We here consider the case r =2.0, r =3.5, o=2.5, and assume the

basic flow to be two rolles with their axes perpendicular to the y axis. '

We construct a truncated system of coupled-mode equations consisting of

the mode variables c j ^ . ^ , ^-l-M' Cj + J-,1-' Sj-!l-J-' V.Z+.I+"

ej+,2+,i-' ej+.n-,i+' ej+j+,i-' ( j = 1 - 6 ) ' w h e r e t h e s y m b o 1 s + a n d -

indicate the basis functions have even and odd spatial properties. This

truncation contains 48 variables in all. We have integrated the resulting

equations on a computer. We give the results in terms of the power

spectral densities for the total sum of the velocity mode variables. The

parameter r is defined by r=R/R with R =1708. These results show that
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turbulence arises as a result of the merging of two spectral line components.

It requires further investigations to determine whether this reflects the

real physical process of the onset of turbulence in our system.

,1) H. L. Swinney and J. P. Gollub (eds.), Hydrodynamic Instabilities and

the Transition to Turbulence (Springer, Berlin-Heidelberg-New York, 1981).

2) H. Yahata, Prog. Theor. Phys. 66̂  (1981), 879.

3) J. P. Gollub and S. V. Benson, J. Fluid Mech. 100 (1980), 449.
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Chaos in the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction

I. Tsuda and K. Tomita

Department of Physics, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606

The Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction is essentially the oxyda-

tion of maIonic acid under the presence of celium ions (Ce j^jCe )

as a catalyzer, and is known as one of the earliest examples of

oscillatory chemical reaction . In the original communication

by Zhabotinsky ' it was reported that there exists a closed region

in the control parameter space, in which a limit cycle is observed

in a br.tch reaction. It is possible to derive a similar qualita-

tive behaviour from simple model dynamical systems, which

are based on the detailed investigation of elementary processes

by Oregon school '. Recently, however, a careful re-examination

was performed by Hudson et al. under a stirred flow condition,

in which the rate of flow was controlled. Their results consist

of a remarkably regular cascades of transition between a series

of modes of limit cycle, and associated with each step they found

a narrow but reproducible range (in the flow rate) for chaotic

behaviour, whence comes the name "periodic-chaotic transition".

Similar kinds of behaviour are then found also in Bordeaux and

Texas .' The experimental results are summarized in Table 1 and

typical examples are shown in Fig.l, where abbreviated mode nota-

tions are introduced for later convenience as follows; (1) n(n):

a n-peaked periodic mode, (2) n . (n,n+l): a periodic
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switching between I times ir(n)-like and I . times n (n+1)-liken n+i

modes, and (3) x(n,n+l): a chaotic switching between IT (n)-like

and Ti (n+1)-like modes. In terms of these notations the periodic=

chaotic transitions may be represented by TT (n) +X(n,n+1) -+tr(n+l)

for consecutive n .

It is our concern to understand the mechanism generating the

whole series of transition rather than that for a single transi-

tion. For this purpose we introduced two kinds of Lorenz plot,

which is based on the recognition that there exists two branches

of characteristic states, i.e. the bulk branch and the flow=
9)induced branch . The point is that there is a finite range of

the control parameter (flow rate) in which the two branches co-

exists being separated by a hyperbolic fixed point . It is

in this range that the periodic-chaotic transitions occur as a

result of interplay of the localized and the delocalized orbital

motions with respect to the above two branches.

The idea lies in that on the level of the Lorenz plot the

shape of the transfer function is determined essentially by the

system itself and is insensitive to the control parameter. The

position of the function in the phase space, however, is in fact

sensitive to the change in the control parameter. It then follows

that, given the functional form of the transfer function, the

whole sequence of bifurcations may be expected to emerge by shift-

ing its origin in the phase space without change in shape.

Along this line of thought two different types of Lorenz plot

have been introduced . One is a piecewise linear model for the
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transverse coordinates of the consecutive exit from the domain

of the flow induced branch, and the other is one for the longi-

tudinal coordinates of the consecutive observed minima. The fact

that practically similar bifurcation structures are obtained from

either of the two plots, just by shifting the origin in each case,

convinced us of the validity of the piecewise linear model. The

model predicts the existence of the mode ir. (n,n+l) between

VVl-1
ir(n) and x(n'n+l) • Recently the existence of IT, -1(2,3) has

actually been confirmed experimentally,although rc^ , (2,3) has been

observed in the region bracketed by x(n,n+l).11^

In the piecewise linear model there can appear delocalized

periodic orbits TT _ (n,n+l) , where {p} and fq} are respec-
P '•J/'J

tively given by the sets of Fibonacci numbers {F } and {F . }

for i £ n . The structure of this type of delocalized orbit in

the parameter space is quite similar to that of KAM tori in the

phase space. We have recently found the new universality class

of bifurcation characterized by the Fibonacci series through

simulation of the empirically determined Lorenz map and we have

also discussed the critical phenomena of the Fibonacci bifurca-

tions12).

Coming back to the original two Lorenz plots one may try to

construct a kind of holographic orbital portrait from these pro-

jected behaviour. It so happened that the directions selected

in the two plots are approximately perpendicular to each other,

which is convenient for synthesis. The only point, however, is

the lack of synchronization, or the phase coordination, between
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the two plots. Namely the second plot has more representative

points than the first in an equal time interval, for the position

of every minimum is counted and not just the deeper ones. Let

us therefore construct an alternative to the first,"which records

the transverse coordinate of downward crossing before every mini-

mum. Again a piecewise linear model is proposed for this alter-

native. From this model, too, one may obtain the following series

of phases, i.e.

7T(n)->-iT (n,n+l) •+ x(n,n+l) -*• IT / , (n,n+l) •+ K (n+1)
^ 1 n+1 n '*n +1

for each n , provided a shift of origin is introduced correspond-

ing to the change in the flow rate.

One may then construct a three dimensional orbit from the

two Lorenz plots thus prepared, and obtain information on the

global structure of the strange attractor as a whole.

Again the idea of orbital delocalization between the two

basins, i.e. that of the bulk branch and the flow-induced branch,

provides the guiding principle. This aspect has recently been

substantiated by the Bordeau group experimentally

It is characteristic of the holographic portrait that two

bands of orbits are expected to exist. One could accomodate the

switching between n and n+1 periodicity in a single band;

however, in that case a Mobius like twisting of the band is re-

*) 14)

quired , which is difficult to recognize in the observed output

*) In this case the strange attractor looks similar to the spiral

type chaos (ROssler). The chaos observed in Texas may be inter-

preted as this type as well.
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Secondly, it is much easier to associate it (n) and ir(n+l) to

different bands respectively, and TT (n,n+l) to a band
n n+1

delocalization, compared with the single band picture.
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(a)

Fig.' 1. Observed temporal characteristics of Br~ electrode
potential in the Belousov-Zhabolinsky Reaction (cf. Ref. 1

(a) Rate of flow=4.34 ml/m— 7r(3) f
(b) Rate of flow = 4.51 ml/m—x(3,4) |
(c) Rate of flow = 4.61 ml/m—^(4) *
See Table I for the corresponding descriptions.

Table I. The observed characteristics of the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction as a function
of the rate of flow. For later convenience abbreviated mode notations are defined
in this table. n(n): a n-peaked periodic mode, ni^,^^ («, n+1) : a periodic
switching between /„ times 7r(n)-like and htl times ;r(n + l)-like modes. *(«, n
+ 1): a chaotic switch between 7r(n)-like and it{n + l)-like modes.

( a )
( b )

( c )

( d )

( e )

( f )
(B)
( h )

( i )

( j )
(k)
(1)

Rate of flow
ml/m

2.91
3.76
4.06
A • 1 1
'i. 01

4.34
4.51
4.62
4.76
4.81
5.37
5.42

>5.5

Mode

ffi.id.

X (2,3)

Z(3.4)
7T(4)

Z(4,5)
"(5)
T(HI)

F

Description

1-peaked periodic mode
periodic switcliing between 1- and 2-peak modes
2-peaked periodic mode
chaotic switching between 2- and J-peak modes
3-peaked periodic mode
chaotic switching between 3- and 4-peak modes
4-peaked periodic mode
chaotic switching between 4- and 5-peak modes
5-peaked periodic mode
multi peaked periodic mode
1-peaked periodic mode (* small amplitude, ;short period)
flow-induced steady state
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Chemical Turbulence

Yoshiki KURAMOTO and Shinji KOGA+

Research Institute for Fundamental Physics

Kyoto University, Kyoto 606, Japan

t Department of Physics, Kyoto University

Kyoto 606, Japan

The subject of chemical turbulence may be divided into two

parts; spatially homogeneous chaos and spatio-temporal chaos.

Mathematically, one deals with ODE U=R(U) and PDE U=R(U)+DV2U

(reaction-diffusion equations) in respective cases. This paper

concerns with the latter case, in particular, oscillating chemical

reactions where the diffusionless part has a stable time-periodic

solution. Our main goal is to clarify how the introduction of

the diffusion-coupling sometimes leads to perfectly coherent

wavepatterns and sometimes to quite irregular spatio-temporal

behaviors. We start with the assumption that the diffusionless

part represents a small-amplitude limit cycle oscillator which

has just emerged through a Hopf bifurcation of the supercritical

type. Reaction-diffusion equations then reduce asymptotically

2) -4)to a universal equation

W = (A -g|w]2)W + dV2W , (1)
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where W is a complex field (WEX+iy) and the coefficients \, g

and d are complex numbers with a positive real part; the nonzero

Re(d) comes from non-scalar nature of D. Let U. (components of

5) span an orthogonal coordinate system. Then X and Y may be

visualized as forming a certain set of oblique coordinates

taken in the 0 space, the origin of the X-Y coordinates being

situ ated at the unstable fixed point Un from which the above-v u

mentioned time-periodic solution has bifurcated. We call (1)

a GTDGL equation or a GNLS equation, for it has a "Generalized"

form of the Time-Dependent Ginzburg-Landau equation (the case

of real A, g and d) and the Non-Linear Schrodinger equation

(the case of imaginary X, g and d).

Expanding targetlike patterns and rotating spiral waves

are the typical patterns observed in real chemical reactions

e.g. the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction. The GTDGL can display

both of these wavepatterns. Rotating spiral wave as numerically

simulated in Fig.l are of particular topological interest. The

pattern develops from a phaseless point which sits at the

intersection of the contours X=0 and Y=0. Along a closed path

encircling such a point, the net change of the phase of W is

2TT.

Both circular waves and spiral waves bahave asymptotically

like plane waves far from the central core. Spatially homogeneous

oscillations may also be viewed as a plane wave of infinite

wavelength. Thus the plane waves are considered to be the

fundamental components of various coherent patterns, and their

stability is very important. By a suitable rescaling, we may

put X'=g'=d'=l (the prime means real part). Obviously, our
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GTDGL admits a family of plane solutions W =R-exp[i(Qx-oit)] with

R=/ 1 - Q and w=A"-g"-(d"-g")Q . The above plane waves are stable

if and only if the condition l+d"g"-{l+d"g"+2(1+d"2)}Q2>0 is

satisfied. The Q=0 mode (homogeneous oscillation) enjoys the

widest stability range on the d"-g" plane, its instability condition

being v;l+d"g"<0. In the totally unstable ranr;c,\j<0, we empirically

81
get turbulence as in Fig.2. We now observe in more detail what

happens to the homogeneous oscillation as v changes sign. Consider

a small perturbation around the homogeneous oscillation as

W(x,t)=W_(t)+c«exp(ikx-Yt). The linear dispersion y(k) consists

of two branches, namely, an amplitudelike branch and a phaselike

branch; An instability occurs only to the phaselike branch which

has the form y= vk +ok +0(k ) (o>0). Suppose a one-dimensional

system of length L (-0(1)), and impose the Neumann boundary

conditions. As we decrease v, the system turned out to exhibit

9)successive bifurcations and turbulence. We found this behavior

by numerically integrating the GTDGL in the real space, and

observing the trajectory in a phase space. To be specific, we

introduce a new field W^W-exp[is(t)], where the phase S(t) is

chosen sc that the spatially uniform rotational motion may be

eliminated at all times. Thus, in the expansion W(x,t)
CO

= 1 A (t)cos(^j- x ) , the quantity A~(t) may be taken to be a
n=0 n

real number. We observe the trajectory by projecting it onto

the three dimensional subspace spanned by A»=X+iY and AQ=Z.

Tor a certain negative v, we get trajectories as in Fig.3 which

quite resembles those of the Lorenz system. A Lorenz map is

obtained from the successive maxima of Z, to yield a typical
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Lorenzian chaos as in Fig.4.

We examined if the route to chaos differs when we let the

system size L be very large. A nontrivial asymptotic regime is

obtained by taking limits L->-°° and v->-0 simultaneously, thereby

~ 1/2the quantity v=vL being kept finite. Then the system may

or may not be turbulent depending on the value of v. For such

an asymptotic regime, the GTDGL further reduces to a simplest

chaos-producing PDE ' (written in a suitably rescaled

form):

<}> = vV2<}> + ( V < | ) ) 2 - V4<|> , ( 2 )

where <)> is defined by <j>=Arg (W) - ( \"-g" ) t. The same equation as

the above recently turned out to arise in a number of physical

contexts. ' The numerical analysis of (2) has been

14)reported elsewhere. A remarkable fact is that the type of

chaos at its onset as we decrease v is not the same as before,

but coincides with the one associated with period-doubling

bifurcations. As a matter of fact, a return map obtained by a

suitable method has a smooth maximum, and not a cusp, as in Fig.5.

Even if d" is vanishing (which means v>0), turbulence is

still possible. This may qualitatively be understood as

follows. We rewrite the GTDGL in a seemingly linear form as

W=(A+iw)W+dV2W, where A=A'-g'|w|2 and w=A"-g"|w|2. The point is

that the effective frequency i depends on the amplitude. Thus

a nonuniform ampli-tude distribution means a frequency distribution.

But it is a well-known fact that a system of coupled limit cycle

oscillators with a frequency distribution is sometimes not
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capable of maintaining a synchronized motion, and is easily

turbulized if the difference in their native frequencies is too

large. Thus our system with large |g"| ispotentially turbulent.

The remaining question is if there is any situation where a

nonuniform amplitude could be maintained autonomously. Fixed

boundary condition might be interesting in this connection. But

even more interesting thing would be rotating spiral waves where

the amplitude |w| is zero at the phaseless point and increases

monotonously with the distance from it. Thus we have a system

of radially coupled oscillators with a gradient of native frequencies.

The breakdown of a coherent rotation of the pattern for large |g"|

is demonstrated in Fig.6.

There is still much to be studied about the GTDGL. This

equation turned out to exhibit coherent wavepatterns and the

onset of chaos of different types. It also exhibits well-developed
''//<'<^w- 8) 12)

turbulence with a large number ofidegrees of freedom. '

Solitons may also arise in the -limit X', g', d'+O. There must

exist some nontrivial interrelationship between such different

behavioral characteristics, but at present we only know a very

little part of it.
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Figure captions

Fig.l A developing pair of spiral waves. The shaded region

corresponds to the positive X. The two lines intersecting

the contours X=0 show the contours Y=0.

Fig.2 The patterns of X in the space-time domain. The two

pictures correspond to slightly different values of

9" •

Fig.3

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Fig.6 Process of turbulization of a spiral wave pattern.
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Abstract The transmitted light from a bistable

optical cavity exhibits a variety of dynamical

behaviors, starting from a stationary state and

leading to states in which the intensity varies

periodic or chaotic in time, as the incident light

intensity is increased. Recent developments in

the study of this phenomenon are summarized from

both sides of theory and experiment.
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1. Introduction — optical bistability

Consider a Fabry-Perot cavity filled with a nonlinear

dielectric medium and irradiated with a laser light of con-

stant intensity [Fig.l(a)]. The transmitted light from such

a cavity exhibits a bistable behavior under suitable condi-

tions; that is, two different stable transmission states

appear for an incident light when its intensity lies in a

certain range. The existence of two stable states makes it

possible to observe a hysteresis between them, as shown in

Fig.l(b). This behavior, called optical bistability, has its

physical origin in the field-dependent (i.e. nonlinear) phase

shift of the electric field of light across the medium and

the feedback of the field by the cavity mirrors. The phenom-

enon has been observed by several authors in experiments with

various kinds of nonlinear dielectric media.

Recently the present authors pointed out theoretically

that such a bistable behavior in an optical system can lead

to the occurrence of chaos; that is, the intensity of the

transmitted light varies chaotic in time under suitable con-

ditions, although the incident light has a constant inten-

2 3sity. ' This prediction was immediately verified in experi-

4 5ments by Arizona's group. ' In the following sections, we

give a summary of recent studies on this subject.

2. Chaos — a simple description ' '

For simplicity, we consider hereafter a ring cavity con-

taining a nonlinear dielectric medium of length I, as illus-

trated in Fig.2, instead of Fabry-Perot cavity. The electric
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field at time t and position z in the cavity, E(t,z), satis-

fies the boundary condition

E(t,0) = (l-R)1/2 Ej + RE(t-[Iri)/c, SL) , (2.1)

where E_ is the electric field of the incident light, L the

cavity length and R the reflectivity of mirrors 1 and 2.

(Mirrors 3 and 4 are assumed to have 100% reflectivity.) Let

the relaxation time of the medium, y , be so short that the

polarization can follow the electric field adiabatically.

The phase shift of the field across the medium is then given

by n (| E ] } k2., where n () E | ) is the nonlinear refractive index

and k the wave number of light. Thus the electric field at

the right end of the medium [Fig.2) is connected with that at

fie left end as

E(t,Jl) =exp[-aJt/2 + i n( |E(t-£/c,0) I ) kA]E (t-Vc,0) , {2.2)

where a is the absorption coefficient of the medium. Combin-

ing Eqs.(2.1) and (2.2) and expanding n(|E|) up to the order

of |E| , we obtain the following mapping which describes the

dynamics of the electric field: '

E(t) =A + BE(t-t )exp{i|E(t-t_) |2-<j)n}

= O[E(t-tR)]. (2.3)

Here the electric field has been scaled in a dimensionless

form, E(t). Parameter A (^Ej) represents the amplitude of

the incident light and B ( = Re a ' <1) the dissipation of

the field due to mirror reflection and absorption. Time

delay tR = L/c originates from the propagation of light in

the cavity.
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When the incident field A is sufficiently weak, E(t)

starting from an arbitrary E(0) tends to one of the station-

ary states, E , given by a multi-stability relation

A2= [1 + B2- 2B cos ( |E |2-<J>Q)]|E |
2. As A is increased, this

stationary state becomes unstable, leading to the appearance

of periodic and, if A is further increased, chaotic states.

This transition can be understood as follows. After a large

number of iterated operations of U, E = Un[EQ] (E«: arbitrary)

is confined in a finite domain, D, on the complex E plane.

In the limit of B<<1, this domain is approximated by a circle

whose center is located at (A,0) and whose radius is AB. Let

E be a point in D and set ij) =arg(E - A ) . Then

i>n+l
= IE I -<j>Q + arg(E ) from Eq.(2.3). By neglecting arg(E )

which is of the order of B and using the relation

9 9 9 9 9
|E I = A - 2A B cosij; +A B , an approximate mapping

ip n + 1 = A 2 ( l - 2B costj^)-c|)0 (2 .4)

i s o b t a i n e d . This mapping means t h a t t h e domain of argument

ijj i s t r ans formed from [0, 2TT] i n t o [A2-2A B-(j>Q, A +2A B-<bQ] by

an o p e r a t i o n of U. I f

A 2 B > T T / 2 , (2.5)

therefore, the domain of argument [0, 2ir] is expanded infi-

nitely after a repetition of U, so that two points chosen in

close vicinity in D fall on quite different points. As the

sensitive dependence on the initial value defines chaos, the

condition (2.5) gives a rough criterion for the appearance of

chaos. A more detailed analysis gives a slightly modified

condition
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A2B > 1. (2.6)

Note that the discussion above is valid only in the limit of

i-ast relaxation, i.e. t_Y>>l- In fact, it is in this limit

that the chaotic behavior can easily be observed. Also in

the case of Fabry-Perot cavity, instability of the same kind

appears in this limit.

"J Q Q

3. Chaos — a more realistic description ' '

The discussion based on Eq.(2.3) is simple and allows an

analytical treatment to some extent. In reality, however, it

is valid only in a limited initial range of time even in the

limit of fast relaxation. The reason is as follows. Assume

that E(t) slightly fluctuates in the time interval 0^t< t_

and let E(t, )+E(t_) (0 ̂  t,4= tn < t,J . In the chaotic regime,

this fluctuation develops into a wild one, its characteristic

time becoming shorter and shorter, with a repetition of map-

ping U. When the characteristic time of the fluctuation has

been reduced to the order of y , the adiabatic-following

assumption breaks down. In order to study this stage, there-

fore, we have to take into account the finiteness of y.

When Y is finite, the phase shift |E(t-tR)| - <j>Q in

Eq.(2.3) should be replaced by

• <t) = Y rVY(t-s)|E<t-tR-s>|
2ds-V

J —00

In another form, Eq.(2.3) is expressed as the set of coupled

equations:

E(t) =A + BE(t-tR)exp{i[<j>(t)-4>0] >,

i •> ( 3 " 1 )

Y <f>(t) = -c(>(t) + |E(t-tR) | .
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If we consider the limit of B<<1 with constant A B, this set

of equations is reduced to the one-variable delay-

differential equation:

Y"1 $(t) = -<t>(t) +A 2{l + 2Bcos[c|)(t-tR)-<t>0] }• (3.2)

Confining ourselves to this limit and the case of t_y>>l,

we discuss below how the solution of Eg.(3.2) behaves as

parameter A is increased.

o
3-1. Successive period-doubling bifurcations

2 2

When A is increased beyond a certain value A , the sta-

tionary state becomes unstable and bifurcates into a square

wave of period T Q ( = 2tR) (Hopf bifurcation). As A is in-

creased further, the period of the square wave, T, succes-

sively bifurcates like T Q ->• 2TQ •+ 2
2TQ •+...-*• 2

nTQ [Fig.3]. At

a certain value of A , Â , , it reaches n-»-<», i.e. T-*°°, so

that the wave form becomes chaotic. This phenomenon is an

example of period-doubling bifurcations which follow the

Feigenbaum1s universal rule. The numerically calculated

value of A_ is not very different from the value obtained

by (2.6). This means that also in the case of Eq.(3.2),

(2.6) gives a rough criterion for the occurrence of chaos.

3-2. Successive higher-harmonic lockings

2 2

When A is not far beyond A p , the wave form is relative-

ly regular, though it is chaotic; that is, it is roughly

square-like with period T Q. When A is further increased,

however, there appears a chaotic state in which the wave

form is more complicated with short characteristic time. A

careful numerical study reveals the existence of a new type
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of successive bifurcations which link these two stages: With

the increase of A , the period of the "roughly square wave"

changes discontinuously like Tn -»• Tn/n, -+ Tn/no -»-... •+ Tn/n
U U _L U £. U III 3.X

(n . < n,< n ; n, : odd integer) [Fig.4]. The state with
K—1 K max K

period Tg/n^ is a higher harmonic state of the fundamental

with period Tn. All odd-harmonics which satisfy n, <n
u K — max

can appear, where the maxinum number n is proportional to
max

tD. There is a domain of A" in which two harmonics or more
jt\

coexist, so that the transition between the harmonics is

accompanied by a hysteresis. A schematic diagram of these
2

bifurcations is shown in Fig.5. As parameter A is increased,

first-order transitions from the fundamental to the 5th har-

monic and from the 5th to the 7th harmonic successively occur.

(The transitions stop at the 7th harmonic, because n =7 in
max

this case.) If A is decreased very slowly, on the other

hand, one can observe inverse transitions from higher to

lower harmonics. Note that all the branches of each harmon-

ic consist of periodic and chaotic parts. These behaviors

seem to be a phenomenon generic in systems with delayed

nonlinear feedback.
g

3-3. Fully developed chaos — a statistical description
When A is increased further, time variation of <f>(t) be-

2

comes totally chaotic. In the limit of large A , its statis-

tical properties are described by a stochastic model, as will

be seen below. The variation of <J> (t) has two time scales,
the longer one T =y~ and the shorter one x = y~ (A B) ~ . Onx> s

the longer scale, the chaotic variation of <|>(t) obeys a

Gaussian stochastic process characterized by the two-time
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correlation function

r oo

<x(t)x(0)> =T e" Y t \ f(l, Yt/2A2B) dt, (3.3)
J 0

where x (t) = <]> (t) - A 2 and < > denotes the long-time average.

Function T(C,s), defined by ¥ (£ ,s) = <exp{i£ [<|> (s)-<(> (0) ] }> , is

the characteristic function on the shorter scale. This func-

tion is in turn expressed as

sr s rsi
¥ ( C , s ) = « c o s [ £ \ d s 1 s i n ( <t>Q- \ d s 2 s i n ( 4 ^ - . . . ) ) ]

»,
(3.4)

where {f., f., |,, ... } are uniform random variables which are

mutually independent and « » denotes the average with res-

pect to (<(>}• The expression (3.4) tells that the variation

of <|> (t) on the shorter scale is statistically equivalent to

the motion of the following coupled rotors. Consider a semi-

infinite series of rotors each of which rotates on a unit

circle [Fig.6]. Let them be coupled to each other in the

following way: The angular frequency of the n-th rotor, which

is represented by $ , is equal to a projection of the vector

of the (n+l)th rotor on a certain direction. The initial

phases <J>Q(O), <j>.(0), ... are taken at random. Then, the

characteristic function on the shorter scale is given by the

ensemble average of exp{i£ [<)>„ (t) -<t>Q (0) ] } with respect to the

initial phases. The rotors themselves do not exhibit any

chaotic behavior. Their motion is quasi-periodic with fre-

quencies determined by the initial phases.

4 5 114. Experimental observations ' '

The first experimental observation of chaos in a bistable
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optical system has been made by Gibbs et al., who used a

hybrid optical device with delayed feedback instead of all-
4

optical cavity. Figs.7(a) and (b) show the hysteresis

curves observed by them. In Fig.7 (a) the relaxation time of

the used feedback circuit is much longer than the delay time,

i.e. t_y<<l, so that only a usual hysteresis between two

stable branches can be seen. Fig.7(b), on the other hand,

corresponds to the inverse limiting case, i.e. t_y>>l. In

this case, the upper branch is unstable when the incident

laser power is high, and a hysteresis cycle involving peri-

odic (labelled by P) and chaotic (labelled by C) states is

seen. A similar observation has been reported also by Okada

and Takizawa.

Quite recently, Hopf et al. succeeded in observing a

detailed series of period-doubling bifurcations which link

periodic and chaotic states. The wave forms and the param-

eter values which give the bifurcation points agree well

with those expected in theory, excepting that the observed

period-doubling terminates at period four. They also ob-

served that the period of square-like waves is locked to

higher harmonics of their fundamental. This observation can

be regarded as an evidence of the successive higher-harmonic

lockings discussed above. The degree of the observed har-

monics was, however, twice as large as that expected in

numerical simulation. The explication of this disagreement

remains open-
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Figure Captions

Fig.l. (a) A Fabry-Perot cavity. (b) Optical bistability

and hysteresis. The abscissa and the ordinate

represent the intensity of the incident light and

that of the transmitted light, respectively.

Fig.2. P ring cavity containing a nonlinear dielectric

medium.

Fig.3. Successive period-doubling bifurcations for t y = 40,

B = 0.5, and <f>0=-ir/2: (a) period-2 cycle (A = 1.2533),

(b) period-4 cycle (A=1.4508), (c) period-8 cycle

(A =1.4750), (d) period-4 chaos (A =1.4820), and (e)

period-2 chaos (A=1.5452).

Fig.4. Successive higher-harmonic lockings for t ny=40,

B = 0.5, and <\>Q = -IT/2Z (a) fundamental (A =1.5452),

(b) 3rd harmonic (A= 1.5653), (c) 5th harmonic

(A = 1.5854), and (d) 7th harmonic (A =1.6147).

Fig.5. Hysteresis accompanying the successive higher-

harmonic lockings. The ordinate represents the

averaged frequency divided by TT/tR. The solid lines

and the shaded parts indicate periodic and chaotic

states, respectively.

Fig.6. A series of coupled rotors which models the variation

of <|>(t) on the shorter scale.

Fig.7. Hysteresis shown by the output voltage from a hybrid

optical bistable device, observed by Gibbs et al.

(Ref.4).
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Global Aspects of the Forced Lorenz Chaos

Yoji Aizawa

and

Tatsuya Uezu

Department of Physics, Kyoto University, Kyoto

Synopsis

Several parameters which characterize chaos are explained

carrying out with the forced Lorenz model. The following points

are reported:

§1. phase diagram of the response to the external periodic force

§2. spectral density and time correlation function

§3. recurrence time distribution and the Hausdorff dimension of

the symbolic time series

§4. Lyapounov spectrum and the Hausdorff dimension of the strange

attractor

§5. intermittency

§6. linking index

§7. topological aspect in 2 -period doubling cascade
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§1. phase diagram of the response to the external periodic force

The following non-antonomous system is considered;

dx/dt = a(y - x)

dy/dt = rx - y - xz (1)

dz/dt = -bz+xy+Acos(Bt)

where 0, r, b, A and B are parameters. When the driving force

,A cos (Bt) is finite, the whole orbits are restricted to a finite

volume in phase space as t goes to infinity since the quadratic

Lyapounov function is easily found. The symmetry of the system

is not diturbed by the external driving force; the system is in-

variant to the space inversion (x -+ -x, y + -y; z-s-z) . The origi-

nal Lorenz chaos is the case of a = 10 , r = 28 , b = 8/3 and A = 0

When A ̂  0 , the periodic driving force whose period T = -=— ,

induces the onset of the (partial) coherence through nonlinear

internal resonances, and the motion is entrained into an ordered

one, which has a higher symmetry than the original Lorenz chaos.

Tĥ j phase diagram of the entrainment is shown in Fig.l. The

typical limit cycle motion in each regime is classified by the

Fig.i."

alternation of the period nT as well as asymmetry of each orbit.

A variety of bifurcations are observed in the neighborhood where

the periodic motion takes the place of nonperiodic one.

§2. Spectral density S(f) and time correlation function R(t)
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S(f) and R(t) are defined as follows,

NT
S(f) = o^-lj y(t)ei2llftdt|2> (2)

, NT
and R(t) = <-j^-/ y ( f )y(t +f)dt'> (3)

where f stands for the frequency. In the regime for the periodic

response, only the line spectra is obtained, but for the nonperio-

dic response S(f) has a continuous component. Figure 2 shows

the change of the spectral type where B = 6.0 is fixed. S(f)

is shown in Logarithmic plot, and the coordinates x , z , and f

is in arbitrary unit.

Fig.2.

Increasing the level of the periodic perturbation, the original

Lorenz chaos is partially entrained to the modulated internal mode,

and as the result, several dominant peaks come to appear in the

spectral density function. The long time tail of the time cor-

relation function is closely connected to the onset of the partial

coherence. Special attention must be payed to the low frequency

domain, where for the case of A = 0 the spectral type is well

reproduced by,

S(f) ~ f~°-5 (4)

§3. Recurrence time distribution and the Hausdorff dimension of

the symbolic time series

Let us denote the successive zero-level recurrence time of
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x-variable by {T.} . The time course of x(t) (in Fig.3) suggests

that the recurrence time is measured by the integral n. which

stands for the number of the oscillation during T. . The flip-

flop jump occurs at the zero crossing time. Therefore, the time

course x(t) is represented by the jump process P(t) with discrete

time if the coarse-graining projection is applied during each

recurrence time. In other words, x(t) is separated into two parts,

P(t) and 6(t) as shown in Fig.3. The distribution density

Fig.3.

P(m) of the recurrence time m and the distribution density

P(m,N) of the flip-flop number m during the time interval N

are given by the following relations,

P(m) = (1 -in) m"1""1 (5)

where m=0.44 is adopted in both cases (for A = 0). Flip-flop

jump process is realized by a (0,1) symbolic time series.

Steady distributions are equal for both symbols and the transition

probability is given by,

PQ = P± = 1/2 (7)

pio = poi = ™ (for A = 0) (8)

The simple markovian identification mentioned above leads us to

the characterization of the nonperiodic flow in terms of the

Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy or the Hausdorff dimension. The Hausforff
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dimension Du and the Kolmogorov - Sinai entropy H (=D In 2)
H Kb H

is determined

lVijij

When P.. approaches to zero or unity, the time course of the

symbolic dynamics becomes nearly periodic, and as the result, DH

goes to zero. This situation is called forced intermittency.

Increasing the level of the external periodic perturbation, it

seems that the forced intermittent chaos comes to appear. Figure

4 shows the Hausdorff dimension for the forced Lorenz chaos. Tlie

Fig.4.

Hausdorff dimension decreases monotonically for 0 < A < 20 . (D

(A = 0) =0.9895). As for A > 15 , the simple markovian identifi-

cation breaks down partially, it is difficult to certify the

appearence of the forced intermittency in the present system.

The problems of the intermittency is lightened again from the

another angle in §5, where the free intermittent chaos is discussed

carrying out with the autonomous Lorenz system.

§4. Lyapounov spectrum and Hausdorff dimension of the strange

attractor

The Lyapounov spectra {K.} (i=1,2,3) are calculated by,

Kl = KL

K2 = K S-K L • (10)

K3 " KV~ KS
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where K , K , and K are the stretching rate of the volume,
V o i-i

surface, and line in the corresponding tangent space, for the

stroboscopic mapping (fT : (xfc, yfc, zfc) •+ (xfc+T, Yt+T#
 Z

t+T> >

respectively. In the numerical calculation, these values are

obtained through averaging over the appropriate ensemble of the

initial condition. Figure 5 shows the Lyapounov spectrum for

Fig.5.

each value of A . (B = 6.0 is fixed.) The second Lyapounov

spectrum K is positive for 0<A< 21 . Around A = 21 (K,s0) ,

however, no considerable singularities have been observed so far

at least in the computer experiments concerning with the adequate

poincare map as well as with the time series analysis. On the

other hands, around A=61 a kind of structural change is observed

in the strange attractor, where the sharp change appears in the

third Lyapounov spectrum K.. . This situation reminds us of the

second order phase transition between two chaotic attractors.

The dimension of the strange attractor is an appropriate chaos

parameter characterjing such chaos-chaos transition.A

The outer measure i. (a) is calculated by the computer simu-

lation as follows,

% (a) = inf£(diamSi)
a = p

aN (11)
l

where
.. df'fe e e )

p = d i a m s. „

N = p" 3 |dfT (e re e ] | (12)
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THere, df is the T-time shift operator in the tangent space and

e. is the unit eigen vector corresponding to the Lyapounov No.K.

Using the numerical approximate form of egs. (11), (12),

Ha) = exp{T{K3(ct - 3) + ZK±}} (13)

Therefore, the Hausdorff dimension of the strange attractor Dft

is estimated at the change over point of £(ct) for T •+ °= as

follows,

EK.

and is shown in Fig.6.

Fig.6.

D seems a smooth function of A except the point A - 61 . (D n

=2.06) . For 83 <A<116 , the motion is periodic.

In the projected k-dimensional space spaned by {e. , e. ,
il 12

... e. } , in general, the dimension spectrum D (iir...i,) is
ik • A 1 K

given by,

^ V = k- K

Here the diameter p and the number of the covering N are defined

as follows,

P =
ek)

|df

N = p"
k|dfT(e1.e^../,ek) | (16)

and K, > Ko > ... > K, , K, ̂  0 are assumed. The dimension spectrum

is negative when the mapping is expanding in the projected space.
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If the computational argorithm of the outer measure is refined

taking the curvature of the flow into account, it may be possible

to get the much more precise estimation of the dimension of the

strange attractor.

§5. Intermittency

Various types of intermittency are observed in the Lorenz

system when the parameters (r, a. b) are taken adequately.

Figure 7 shows an example of the intermittency. The attractor is

Fig.7.

a limit cycle for r<166.06 , where the symbolic time series of

the zero-crossing time {n.} is {2,2,2, ...} . Here n. stands

for the quantized recurrence time as mentioned in §3. For r >

166.06 , however, the intermittent chaos comes to appear through

destabilization of the limit cycle, where the corresponding symbo-

lic series becomes irregular mixing of n = 1 and n = 2 . For

short that is represented as follows,

{n±} = {2;1}

namely, this means that the uniform series of {2} is interrupted

intermittently by n = 1 . Reducing the value of r , the degree

of the interruption decreases and the long range coherence of the

symbolic series increases, and the level of the continuous spect-

ral component diminishes relatively, and the long time tail appears.

For r£ 166.06 , the full coherence is attained.

In general, the intermittency in the Lorenz system is re-
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presented by the following symbolic series,

{n.} = {m; 1,2,...,m-l}

for example, the Lorenz chaos for (a = 16, b = 4, r S B 8 ) is the

case of m = 3 . If the residence time distribution for n = m'

( <_m) is well approximated by exponential function, it is strongly

suggested that the simple markovian identification is possible

for the symbolic series {n.} under consideration. Indeed, the

adjustability of the identification was ascertained partially by

the computer experiments in the cases mentioned above. This

markovian identification enables us to characterize the intermit-

tency in terms of the Hausdorff dimension in the framework of the

markovian assumption as shown in §3.

§6. Linking index of the chaotic orbits

Topological complexity of chaos is characterized by the en-

tanglement of orbits. The linking index v and the linking
j-i

coefficient n are defined by,

-i rT rT d e t | r2" V V ^ . .
~̂ 7r c T l

= 1 7 J ; il ds ,ds
(C1,C2,T) 4ir c^ ^ | ^ _ r^|J 1 i

= iiT T
V L . (v <2) (17)

Lt JJ —

where, C1 (=r (s..)) , C_ ( = r_(s2)) are two orbits in the three

dimensional dynamical system. When C. and C_ are periodic

closed orbits, the index vv is equal to 2 , but on the other

hand, if/C, and C2 are chaotic orbits, vL is always less than
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2. (n =1.48 for the Lorenz chaos)

Fig.8.

Figure 8 shows the asymptotic behavior of the index v for

the Lorenz chaos (a =10, r = 28, b=8/3, A = 0) , where N denotes

the integration time of eg. (17)in the arbitrary unit.

§7. Topological aspects in 2n-pe.riod doubling cascade

Topological feature of a closed orbit is characterized by

the torsion number of the tangent space along the orbit. Denoting

a tangent vector by e. and its time evolution by e , the torsion

number n T is defined by the winding number of e(TQ) around the

closed orbit. Here T. is the period of the closed orbit. The

parity of the closed orbit is defined from the torsion number n

as follows,

i) even parity = 2n = even integer

ii) odd parity = 2n = odd integer

iii) fractional paii'cy = 2nT = otherwise

The period doublinc, bifurcation occurs at the destabilizing point

of the limit cycle with the odd parity. The bifurcating new limit

cycle has the even parity, and has non-trivial knot (for 2n > 3)

Fig.9.

Figure 9 shows the change of the parity in the regime of the

2
2 -limit cycle (i.e., for the forced Lorenz system, 114.95 < A <

116.175 , B=6) , where two eigenvalues of the transformation

f • £(o) "*" ̂ ( T ) a r e pl°te<3- I n general, the parity changes
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as "even •+ fractional •+ odd" in the 2 -periodic limit cycle region.

This is the topological basis which guarantees the Feigenbaum's

universality in the high dimensional dynamical system.

Reference

Y. Aizawa; RIMS Kokyuroku (Symposium on 'Random system and Dynamical

system1, Research Institute for Math. Sci., Kyoto

University) 439 (1981), 63

Y. Aizawa and T. Uezu; (to appear in Prog. Theor. Physics)

Figure Captions

Fig.l. Phase diagram of entrainment.

(r = 28, a = 10, b = 8/3) Chaotic response appears in the

dark region and periodic one in the white region.

Fig.2. Orbit, power spectral density and time corelation function.

(r = 28, a = 10, b = 8/3)

Fig.3. Time course of x(t) and Flip-Flip jump process

(r = 28, a = 10, b = 8/3, A=0)

Fig.4. Hausdorff dimension of the symbolic time series.

(r = 28, a = 10, b = 8/3, B = 6.0)

Fig.5. Lyapounov spectra

(r = 28, 0 = 10, b = 8/3, B = 6.0)

Fig.6. Hausdorff dimension of the strange attractor.

(r=28, a = 10, b=8/3, B = 6.0)

Fig.7. Fractal dimensions for the intermittent chaos.

(a = 10, b = 8/3, A= 0)
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Fig. 8. Linking index of the Lorenz chaos (A=0)

Fig.9. Eigenvalues of the stroboscopic map for the forced Lorenz

system.
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Linear Response Functions of Turbulent Systems

Harvey A. Rose

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

In thermal equilibrium, linear response functions are simply related

to fluctuation functions. This is no longer the case for far from

equilibrium statistical dynamical systems.

Through use of the equation of motion, which is given an inhomogeneous

random source term, a path integral expression is derived for the probability

that a particular function of time is a solution. This probability

distribution functional can be represented explicitly in terms of the

characteristic functional of the random source, and in this representation

the linear response function is easily described as the propagator between

solutions to the equation of motion and an associated "response field".

In field theory language, intrinsic stochasticity implies that the response

field has a finite renormalized mass, even when its bore mass goes to zero.

For the special case of one dimensional dynamics, the Lyapunov

exponent can sometimes be related to the long time behavior of the linear

response function. For volume preserving flows in three dimensions, a

positive Lyapunov exponent implies that the corresponding magnetic field

transport model exhibits dynamo behavior. It is also noted that the effect
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of turbulence on the rate of reaction of unmixed chemical species can be

closely related to the growth of magnetic fields due to turbulence.

Since the linear response function depends on typical "structures'

of a turbulent flow, a representation of the response function in terms

of "normal modes" may be useful.
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Fractal of the Singular Region of Turbulence

by Shigeo KIDA and Tomomasa TATSUMI

§1. Introduction

The turbulent motion of an incompressible viscous fluid

is governed by the Navier-Stokes equation and the continuity

equation:

f£ + (u-V)u = - - vp + UAJ
at p

v'-w = 0,

where i,(x,t) is the velocity, x the space coordinate, t

the time, p the (constant) density, p the pressure and

v the kinematical viscosity of the fluid. We are interested

in the behaviour of the velocity field in the limit v> •+ 0.

Since v is the coefficient of the highest derivative term

with respect to x in (1), the velocity field is expected to

have a spatial singularity in this limit. The magnitude of

the vorticity u = v * u takes extremely large values in this

singular region and the viscous dissipation takes finite values

there and vanishes elsewhere.

The purpose of the present note is to show that the

characteristics of turbulent velocity field in the inertial

subrange can be deduced from the knowledge of the structure of

this singular region.
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3 2. .:' insular Region

The singular region is clnnc teri r:o-1 by two : -lvrrie

which represent its fractal dimension and t'r.c strength of the

o.i n'-ulnri ty .

The fractal dimension is defined as follows. We consider

in a /-a imensional space, ' being /, :' or .-. Divide the

whole space into an infinite number of boxer, of side-length I

and select those boxes which contain the singular region,

i'icxt, divide each selected box into "' boxes of side-length

/. , = ;: /. ) and select, in each of old boxer., those new boxes

which contain the singular region. Let. us denote the average

number of new boxes over all old boxes bv '•! . We rencat this
i

dividing nrocedure down to the n th sten at which the side-
- ' \)

length /. = :>' vl becomes so small that the viscous effect
n 0

is important in such boxes. Ihus we have a sequence of numbers

''• ;V • * * /V

V

Suppose that the singular region has a similar structure

in the sense that the ratios N ,/"/ are independent of n
n+1 n

and can bo expressed as

This exijonent D i s c a l l ed the fr-t.-1 i.,i I di rn,'union of the

s i n r u l a r region and i s a g e n e r a l i z a t i o n of that; introduced by

Mandelbrot ." Then, we have the l^ilowinf, r e l a t i o n s :

If we denote the ratio of total volume of the nth selected

boxes to that of the zeroth boxes by 6 , we obtain from (3),
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If D = d, the singular region fills the whole space and there

is no intermittency of the energy dissipation. In general,

however, we expect the intermittent structure of the region

and hence that D < d.

As the second parameter which characterizes the singular

region, we introduce a kind of strength of the singularity.

Let v be the order of magnitude of the velocity fluctuation

in the nth selected boxes. If the velocity fluctuation in such

a box has the singularity characterized by Holder's exponent

of continuity a, then the velocity fluctuation v may be

related with a as follows:

v - 1°. (5)

n n

Fur example, a continuous velocity field gives a = 1 while

a shock-discontinuity gives a = 0. In real turbulent velocity

fields a is supposed to be less than 1.

The length I below which the viscous dissipation becomes

important can be estimated by considering the balance between

the nonlinear and viscous effects as follows:

S u b s t i t u t i n g (5) i n t o ( 6 ) , we f ind the v-dependence of the

dissipation-length I as
n

(7
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§3. Correlation Functions and Energy Spectrum

The pth moment of the difference of the velocities at

two spatial points separated by the distance r is defined by

B (r) = <\v{x)-v{x+r)\p>, r = \r\3 (8)

where v is a component of the velocity, < > stands for

the ensemble average and the statistical homogeneity and

isotropy of the velocity field have been assumed.

If we take v - I , then the order of this moment is

approximated by the product of vp and 0 :

B (I ) = g vp. (9)
p n n n

Substitution from (4) and (5) into (9) gives

B (r) « rPa+d~D. (10)
P

For p = 2, we have the velocity correlation function,

n / \ 2n+u~D t-i -, \
B f,\V) a v • V-L-l-J

The corresponding form of the energy spectrum function is

expressed as

E(k) <* k~2a~ +D~J , (12)

provided that -3 < -2a-d+D-l < 0.

§4. Inviscid Energy Dissipation

The two parameters D and o introduced in §3 should be

determined by the analytical investigation of the Navier-Stokes

equation in the inviscid limit. Since, however, we have no

such a knowledge at the moment, we shall employ a plausible
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assumption that the energy-dissipation rate remains finite in

the inviscid limit. This assumption is supposed to be valid

for three-dimensional turbulence, but not for two-dimensional

turbulence.

The energy-dissipation rate e is written as

e - v <o>2> = v 8 (y /I ) 2 , (13)
"v v v

where a) = |u)| is the magnitude of the vorticity. Substitution

from (4), (5) and (7) into (13) gives the v-dependence of e

as follows:

If e should remain finite as v tends to 0, then

a = {D-d+l)/3. (15)

Introducing (15) into (12), we find that the energy spectrum

function is expressed as

E(k) « kS/3-U-D)/3t ( 1 6 )

2)which is identical to that derived by the B-model theory.

For D = d, or the non-intermittent case, we obtain the well-

known Kolmogorov's result E(k) = k~ .

It should be noted that although the B-model theory and

the present theory have led to the same result (16) for the

energy spectrum function, they have been derived using different

assumptions. Our theory assumes that the energy-dissipation

rate e remains finite in the inviscid limit, while the 8-

model theory utilizes the notion of the cascade process of

energy from lower to higher wavenumbers.
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§5. Two-Dimensional Turbulence

It is well known that, in two-dimensional turbulence,

the energy-dissipation e vanishes in the inviscid limit so

that the analysis given in §4 is not applicable. If we define

the enstrophy-dissipation rate r\ by

n = " dt KI w >> ( 1 7 )

n does not generally vanish in the inviscid limit, and we

may proceed in the same manner as in §4, but assuming the

nonzero r\ in the inviscid limit. Then we obtain the relation,

a = {D+l)/Z, (18:

instead of a = {D-l)/3 which follows from (15). The enstrophy

spectrum function Q(k) is expressed as

n(fc) « k-i-U-D)/s

or the energy spectrum as

E(k) < 2 2

If D = d =2, that is, the velocity field is not

intermittent, it follows from (19) and (20) that

Q(k) = k'1, E(k) « k~3, (21)

the latter of which is identical to the energy spectrum derived

by Kraichnan, ' Leith ' and Batehelor on the basis of the

enstrophy-cascade process.

Saffman argued that the -velocity field of two-dimensional

turbulence may be considered as being composed of a large number

of vortices each having a constant vorticity and separated by a
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thin boundary layer from others. Using this model he derived

U(k) cc k~2 or E(k) <* k~4. (22)

On the other hand, this model gives the values of the parameters,

D = 1 corresponding the singular curves in two-dimensional

space (d = 2) and a = 1 corresponding to the continuity of

the velocity across the singular curves. Thus, the general

form (12) yields (22) for this case. Thus Saffman's spectrum

(22) is found to be compatible with the general formula (12)

applied to this model of two-dimensional turbulence.

§6. Simple Models of Turbulence

There is an idea that the turbulent velocity field may

be expressed as a random assembly of simple singular solutions

of the Navler-Stokes equation in the inviscid limit.

If the singular region is made of vortex lines, we have

d - D = 2 irrespective of the dimensionality of turbulence,

d = 1, 2 or S. Since the velocity changes near a vortex

line as an inverse power of the distance from the vortex line,

we have a = -1. Then we obtain from (12) that

E(k) cc k'1. (23)

If, on the other hand, the singular region is made of

vortex sheets, we have d - D = 1, again irrespective of the

value of d. Since the velocity jumps across a vortex sheet,

we have a = 0. Then we get from (12),

S(k) « k~Z. (24)
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It may be interesting to note that the exponent of the

modified Kolmogorov's spectrum (16) seems to be sandwiched by

those of (23) and (24). Incidentally, it is known that for

one^dimensional Burgers turbulence the velocity field is composed

of a number of shock waves in the inviscld limit and that the

7)energy spectrum function takes the form (24 ) . ;
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Statistical Dynamics of Interacting Drift waves

John A. Krommes

Princeton University

Drift waves are one important type of low frequency (u«o) .EeB/m.c)

oscillation found in many plasma devices based on magnetic confinement —

e.g., tokamaks. Their frequency is of order u - m* - k cT/(eB L ),

where L is the scale length for variation of the macroscopic, or mean

density. Since they are driven by the density gradient, they are

ubiquitous. Furthermore, they can be destabilized by several reasonable

mechanisms. It is beiievad that the resulting nonlinear state is turbulent,

and that the saturation level of the fluctuations may be sufficient to

account for much of the observed nonclassical heat transport in present-day

tokamak experiments. It is clearly desirable to understand their nonlinear

dynamics in great detail. To this end, a statistical description, based

on such mean quantities as the two-point density correlation function, is

appropriate.

It has been proposed that the direct-interaction approximation (DIA)

1 2
is a reasonable statistical closure for the drift wave problem. '

iowever, even this reduced description is very nontrivial: many modes

can be excited, and the degree of spatial symmetry is low. In his Ph.D

thesis, Similon has described these difficulties and provided further

practical approximations. However, Similon's equations require a major

computational analysis, which has not yet been performed. Furthermore,
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recent criticisms have been made about the appropriateness of the DIA.

One is thus motivated to first study a model problem. This should be

sufficiently simple that both the exact statistical dynamics and the DIA

can be worked out (numerically) and compared. It should also be sufficiently

nontrivial so that it captures important features of the full drift wave

problem.

Such a model consists of a system of three modes, with complex

frequencies, coupled by an appropriate quadratic nonlinearity. That is,

consider the equations

(d_ + i n ) (t) = -|/2 V M A* *
dt - - k+p+q=O H?'? ? ? '

where the wavenumber summation is truncated so that precisely three modes

labelled by K, P, and Q interact. For long wavelength drift wave dynamics,

fik=k /(I + X k ) , where Rexk=k
2 and Imxk is determined by a detailed kinetic

theory of wave-particle interactions. Correspondingly,

Mk|p,q = A<*q

where As z-(p * q) and i=l. If one instead chooses n=0 and x=0, he arrives

at a representation of the two-dimensional inviscid Navier-Stokes equation,

the three-mode version of which has been studied by Kraichnan.

The three-mode Navier-Stokes problem is completely integrable.

Kraichnan constructed a statistical problem by introducing a Gaussianly

distributed ensemble of initial amplitudes <|>k(o). For this case, he showed

that the DIA was in very reasonable agreement with the "exact" (numerically
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computed) two-point statistics of the ensemble. However, this model is

not of maximal interest: since nsO, the energy W = I k 2L. |2 is exactly
k £

conserved and there is no approach to saturation. Also, because the model

is integrable, there is no intrinsic stochasticity.

For the drift wave problem, if the complex frequencies are chosen so

that one mode is linearly growing while the other two modes are linearly

damped, nonlinearly saturated states are possible. Also, for some

parameters, intrinsic stochasticity is exhibited in the form of a strange

attractor. In the saturated state, one might consider the appropriate

averaging procedure to be time averaging along a trajectory. However, this

is difficult to implement analytically, and is not defined away from

saturation accordingly, one turns again to an averaging over a Gaussian

ensemble of initial conditions. In fact, this actually mimics the

experimental situation, where successive shots can be performed with the

same macroscopic, but with possibly very different and unpredictable

microscopic initial conditions.

To summarize the work I have performed to date on the three mode

model, I now excerpt several paragraphs from a manuscript recently

submitted to The Physics of Fluids.

"Figure 1 represents an inviscid, two-dimensional Navier-Stokes case

where n.sO and M. , n = z-p x q(q
2 - p2)/k2, with K=2, P=2, and Q=/?.

K K | p ,y ~ -

This case corresponds to Kraichnan's Fig. 5; it is exactly soluble and

can be reduced to the well-known stochastic oscillator. The ensemble

consisted of 5000 realizations; its predictions are indistinguishable

from the exact results. (Kraichnan's result for the exact solution

appears to be in error by absence of a Jacobian factor. I have succeeded-
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in reproducing the essential features of each of Kraichnan's other figures).

"Figure 2 describe a situation similar to one studied by Terry. The

frequencies had the values Q. = (0.8349, 0.1600), Q = (-1.2305, -0.2500),
5 B

and n = (0.4989, -0.0191); also xk = (0.4870, 0.2776), x = (0.5470, 0.0829),

and xQ
 = (0.2500, 0.0479). The corresponding mode-coupling coefficients

were Mj, = (-0.1888, 0.0588), M = (0.1448, -0.1562), and M = (0.0539,

0.1537), where M, = M. , . These parameters correspond to a regime in

which intrinsic stochasticity is expected ; this is verified by examination

of individual realizations. The ensemble had 5000 realizations. Large

initial conditions were used to avoid an uninteresting linear regime."

"One can see that in each case shown (and in other cases I have

studied) thi final energy states predicted by the direct-interaction

approximation are in reasonable agreement with the exact statistical

results. (Typically, agreement in final energy levels is of order 5 %

to 30 %.) Of course, "reasonable" is subjective. In the present context,

the most relevant comparison is to the predictions of the random phase

approximation. When a. t 0, this involves in the nonlinear term the factor

6(Aw), where Aw = I k
R e(%) is the frequency mismatch. It thus predicts

no nonlinear effects at all, and thus no saturation, unless the frequency

mismatch vanishes. The direct-interaction approximation clearly represents

a substantial improvement. Of course, quantitative inaccuracies of order

unity are to be expected in a first-principles theory of this kind.

Alternative approximations may increase the accuracy. This, however,

is not the point, and does not vitiate the conclusion that, as expected,

the direct-interaction approximation provides a reasonable description

of the statistical dynamics of three interacting modes (e.g., drift or
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shear), at least at the level of energetics, even when intrinsic stochastici ty

is present. (The two-time information furnished by the direct-interaction

approximation is also of interest, and will be discussed elsewhere.) One

can infer that its applicability extends to the more general and important

case of a broad spectrum of interacting drift waves. Although in the

latter case further approximation may have to be made in order to produce
2

a computationally tractable problem, it is comforting that at least one

reasonably solid starting point exists."

This work was supported by the United States Department of Energy

Contract No. DE-ACO2-76-CHO3O73. I am grateful to Alice Koniges for

checking some of the results and for assisting with aspects of the

computational work.
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Figure captions

Fig. 1 Comparison of the direct-interaction approximation witr, a

Gaussian ensemble for an inviscid Navier-Stokes case. See

text for parameters.

Fig. 2 Comparison of the direct-interaction approximation with a

Gaussian ensemble for a case with intrinsic stcchasticity.

See text for parameters.
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